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Anglophone Quebecers are not a unified ethnic community. To be precise, they

are a linguistic minority in a province that is primarily French-speaking. As Raymond
Breton has pointed out, the degree of social organization or "institutional completeness"
of a community ranges from an informal to a more established model.' At one end of the
spectrum lies a community whose organization might extend no further than a network of
interpersonal relationships. At the other extreme, where a more formal structure has developed, the community has a wide array of institutions that perform many if not aii of
the services required by its members. Few communities in North Amerka, however, are
institutionally complete; most Vary in the compIexity of their organizations and in their
degree of self-sufficiency.*
For over two hundred years Anglophones have lived in Quebec and developed a
full range of educational, religious, professiond and voluntary organizations which serve

their community. However, none of these institutions were specifically political. Most

had very little to do with politics, and those which did, did so only marginally. Until the
1970s, this lack of political organization at the provincial level was a symptom of the
community's pre-occupation with itself. Aithough numerically a minority, Quebec Anglophones considered themselves part of the English-speaking majority in Canada rather
than a minority in a predominantly French-speaking province. With the onset of the

Quiet Revolution, the self-perception of Anglophones began to change. The election of

the Parti Québécois in 1976 and the passage of the Charter of the French Language the
following year served as confirmation for many Anglophones that the desire of the
French-speaking majority to promote its own language and culture would corne at the
expense of their own. Of even greater signifiace for Anglophones, was the fact that
since the " d e s of the game had changed," the likelihood existed that they would change
even more in the
The purpose of this thesis is to examine the development of the English-rights
movement fiom the perspective of Alliance Quebec, a language based interest group
which seeks to defend the rights of Anglophone Quebecers. Throughout its thirteen year
history Alliance Quebec has attempted to defend the interests of Anglophone Quebecers
by espousing a policy of moderation in its demands and by promoting the idea of harmony among the two main language groups.

The basis of this study will be an investigation of the literature in the field as well
as a consultation of documents on the Alliance itself. In addition, interviews with past

and present members of the Alliance will be used to help complement the secondary information. This line of inquiry has one main objective, to consider contributions made by
Alliance Quebec on some of the more pressing issues faced by the Anglophone community over the past decade. Furthemore, this thesis will attempt to highlight the major

periods of transition for the Anglophone cornmunity. Beginning with the arriva1 of English-speaking Quebecers in the 1760s, three major periods will be examined. The fïrst,
fiom the conquest to the Quiet Revolution; the second, fiom the rise of the Parti Québécois to the birth of Alliance Quebec; U l y the third and most important part of our
analysis, fiom 1982 to the present.

Although a great deal has been written about the Tnglish Fact" in Quebec, iittle

has been written about the politicai mobiiization of Anglophone Quebecers and the
growth of the English-rights movement during the 1980s. Some of the more recent publications which have touched on this theme are Gary Caldwell's La question du Québec
anglais, Reed Scowen's A Dif/ent Vision: The English in Quebec in the 1990s, and

Josée Legault's L 'invention d'une minorité: les Anglo-Québécois. ûther major works on

the subject of English Quebec include ïïze EngIish Fact in Quebec by Amopolous and
Cl& The English of Quebec: From Majoriiy to Minority Starus edited by Caldwell and
Waddell, and perhaps the most comprehensive study on English-speaking Quebecers,
Ronald Rudin's The Forgotten Quebecers: A History of English-speaking Quebec 17591980. In addition, there are a number of studies which offer varying degrees of informa-

tion on the topic of English Quebec, including James Pasternak's Political Action in
English Quebec. However, as Ronald Rudin noted in 1985, there are few usefd works on
the political behaviour of Anglopho~es.~
It is a s a result of this gap in the literature that a

study of the political mobilization of Quebec's Anglophones is both fitting and necessary.

Many histonans view Confedemtion as a t h e which represents Canada's passage
fÏom colony to nation. Yet the period is also signifiant for having marked a turning
point in the iiistory of English-speaking Quebec. While roughiy 21% of aii Quebecers in
Z 867 were English-speaking, few at the tirne might have predicted this number would fa11

below 10% by the beginning of the 1990s (See Table 1.1).' In this chapter, the declining
size of the English-speaking population and the events surroundhg it will be discussed.

Of importance here, in addition to population s h . , were the accompanying changes in
the character and composition of the Engiish-speaking pupuIation - so profound that
they have left a lasting impression on the history of English Quebec.

m m Cw&@sr foCorièderatioa
Conventional wisdom has it that Engiish-speaking settlement in Quebec began

with the conquest of New France in 1759. In fact a small group of English-speaking immigrants (including the Scottish bom Abraham Martin, for which the Plains of Abraham
was named) had settled in New France by the late 1600s.~However, besides a certain
curiosity value, as Ronald Rudin explains, "they were never stdlicientiy numerous to
form a commimity, nor were there any institutions designed to serve their needs."l Only

with the British acquisition of Canada in 1763, which wmpleted their consolidation of

TABLE 1.1

THE SiZE OF QUEBEC'S ENGLISH-SPEAKllVGPOP W l ? O N
1766-1991
-

Year

Number of
Engiish Speakers

% of

Population

Criterion
Employed
Non-French mgin
w

British %gin
II

No Data on %gin
British Ongin
II

Eng.Mother Tongue
II

II

Il

II

Source: Ronald Rudin, The Forgonen Quebecers (IQRC,195) 28; and Cemus of Cana&, 1986 and 1991.
Note: The 1986 census marked îhe first time respondents wuld indicate more than one mother tongue.
MultipIe responses were divided equally arnong the languages reporteci.

French possessions in No& America, did English-speaking immigrants begin to arrive to
Quebec in any great number!
The fïrst immigrants to arrive in the years foiiowing the conquest were a collection of British merchants and businesmen who came with the objective of making money

through &de.' This was, as Donald Creighton points out, 'hot an immigration of f m e r s
and fiontiersmen, but of commercial brains and capital.'"

A number of the merchants

went on to acquire a great deal of influence in Quebec's a f f . ,many as a result of their
involvement in the fur d e . Others, who can best be described as camp followers made
their living supplying British troops as well as the French-speaking population which had
been isolated by years of war. Et is interesting to note that in the years before the British
army had its own commissariat services it was not uncornmon for merchants to foilow
their troops around the world in order to profit fiom their needs. In the event that the
army was successfui in its military campaign, these merchants would be the likely choice
to assume the trade of the conquered temtory? As Stephen Leacock explains, in British
North Arnerica "victory brought them like vultures to a corpse."*
The first British-Canadian merchants to arrive in Quebec were quite diverse. According to Creighton, "they had corne fiom a score of different towns and villages scattered haphazardly over the old world and

ne^."^

Towards the end of the century, how-

ever, a few increasingly powerfùl merchants of British, and primarily Scottish origin, be-

gin to dominate the commercial Me of Quebec. The fact that they were successful in
their financial endeavours is made clear as Rudin emphasises, "by the fact that many
families remained dominant forces in the Quebec economy well into the nineteenth century, and in a few cases up to the 1980s."~'

While tbese merchants prospered econornically, they encountered a nurnber of
political pmblems stemming for the establishment of civil goveniment. To appreciate the
extent of these problems one must fïrst understand the wntext of British mie in North
Amenca, and more specincally the plans the British had for Quebec. Government policy
for the conquered French mlony was based on defence, trade and the general desire to

bring the tenitory under the control of the British empire. Indeed, the overall aim of the
Royal Proclamation of 1763, which ushered in British civil government, was to remodel
Canada as a British province." This the home govemment thought, would be aecomplished by English immigrants who would bring with them, as they had done wherever
they had gone, the laws of ~ n ~ 1 a n dBut
. l ~ what would this mean for Quebec's population

as a whole? Arthur Lower raises the following considerations:
Did that mean that they would have representative government? If su, would the
French, mostly illiterate participate in it? And if they did, would the laws of England that prevented Catholics h m taking part in public life be changed for theu especial benefit. Or would the English incorners nui the country, with the French
shoved aside?...If so, the Conquest would have proved harsh indeed. l3
For the colonial authorities who presided over Quebec, the Proclamation was a

recipe for disaster. From the governor's point of view, f h t Murray then his successor
Carleton, Quebec's French majority would never respond favourably to a revision of their
laws and their religion. How could one hope to win the loyalty of the French population,
they argued, when their land system was to be abandoned and their political views dismissed.I4 Fuîhermore, the governors were acuteIy aware that by breeding discontent
among the French-speaking population they ran the risk of fùelling the growing tide of
resentment îowards the British which had already taken root in the American colonies.

As a result of these factors they detennined that it wodd be unwise if not unjust to M

y

implement the provisions of the Proclamation. Consequently, the promise of an elected
assembly, which was the cornerstone of British d e in the coionies, was suspended. In
addition, the use of French civil law was permitted in order to maintain the existence of

the seigneurial system. Murray's thoughts on the issue, including his admiration for the
French and contempt for the merchants, are expressed in the following passage:
Little, very little, will content the new subjects [the French-Canadians] but nothing
will satisfy the licentious fanatics trading here but the expulsion of the Canadians
who are perhaps the bravest and best race upon the globe, a race who, could they be
indulged with a few privileges which the laws of England deny to Roman Catholics
at home, would soon get the better of every national antipathy to their conquerors
and becorne the most faithful and useful set of men in this American empire...15
As for the merchants, they viewed Murray's refùsai to implement the provisions of

the ProcIamation as a betrayal. They were determined to assert their right as Engiishmen
in a British colony, aibeit a distant and foreign one.16 If Murray was not the man to help
them, then they would actively campaign to have him replaced. For the merchants, as
Rudin notes, the application of English law 'kas not an abstract politicai issue, but rather

a question of business. They saw the seigneurial system, for instance, as an obstacle to
profit making because a fee had to be paid to the seigneur foliowing each land transfer.

To the men who came to Quebec to make money, such an obstacle to specdative activities was unacceptable, and they let the governors h o w it""
The merchants were dtirnately successfd in winning Murray's rernoval, but received in his place an even stronger advocate for the French in Guy Carleton. The new
govemor's solution to the problems created by the Royal Proclamation came in the form
of his endorsement of the Quebec Act of 1774. By formalIy withdrawing the provision
for an dected assembly and by extending benefits under the law to French-Canadians, the
Quebec Act was confimation on the part of the British govemment that an English-

speaking majority was unlikely to form in Quebec in the near future. With the Royal

Proclamation, it appears that the British had overestimated the number of immigrants who
wodd come to Quebec in search of new land. They were cautious not to make the same
mistake again. Beyond this recognition, the Quebec Act was also a response to events
transpiring south of the border. It was the "shadow of the American Revolution," according to Arthur Lower, and the threat that it would spread to Quebec, which accounts for
the Act's timely passage.'8 By attempting to secure the loyalty of the French, however,
the British had again angered Quebec's merchants. Some of the merchants, exasperated
by their Iack of political influence, even contemplated joining the American revolution
out of protest.'g In spite of their anger, most came to recognise that their economic interests were too closely tied to Britain to risk independence. 20
W l e the Amencan Revolution influenced the nature of British policy in Quebec,
it also stood to change the linguistic balance arnong English and French. Throughout the

confiict Arnerican colonists known as "Loyaiists" (who wished to remain under British
d e ) crossed the border to Canada and settled in what are now the provinces of New

Brunswick,Ontario and Quebec. Unlike in the other provinces, the Loyalist movement to
Quebec was restricted by the British to areas that were far removed fiom their homeland
to the south or the French-speaking population. The British govemment reasoned that
keeping the Loyalists away h m the border would reduce the likelihood of the revolution
spreading north. SimiIarly, they were concerned that the loyalists might antagonise the
French whose favour, as Rudin points out, '%vas sol1 being courted by the ~ritish."~
With the Eastern part of Quebec shut-out to the Loyaiists, they were lefi to settle north of
Lake Ontario (within the boundaries of the Old Province of Quebec), or somewhat later,

in the Gaspé peninsda. This distribution began to take on greater significance when in
1791 the Old Province of Quebec was divided into Lower and Upper Canada. This divi-

sion removed the majority of Loyalists of Centrai Canada h m Quebec history, and left
English-speaking Quebec with less than 10,000 people d e r thirty years of British d e , or
"British neglect" as the merchants might have put it.
By the nineteenth century it was clear that the British saw Upper Canada as the
likely destination for funire English-speaking immigrants. However, prospects for immigration to Lower Canada were substantially improved by the t e m of the Constitutional
Act which made land that had yet to be surveyed available to new

immigrant^.^ This

provision effectively opened the province to M e r settlement and encouraged a second
wave of Americans, sometimes referred to as the "late Loyalists", to corne to Lower Canada between 1791 and the war of 1812. Unlike the fist wave of Loydists who arrived
during the American RevoIution, this latter group came ostensibly in search of better
land.24 The major*

settled in the Eastern Townships not to far fiom the American bor-

der, an area which had been closed to early Loyalists. As a result of their arriva1 in
Lower Canada, the English-speaking population tripled in the space of twenty years to a
new high of ~ o , o o o . ~ ~
By the end of the war of 1812 American immigration to British North Arnerica
had largely subsided. The next major wave of immigration originated fkom Great Britain
and coincided with the end of the Napoleonic wars in 1815"

Unlike the British mer-

chants who had arrived in Quebec following the conquest, the rnajority of these new im-

migrants who left Europe had been dispossessed by the Industrial Revolution or sought
refuge fiom war or famine?' in the space of fifty y-,

fiom 18 15 to 1865, well over

one million emigrants left the British Isles for British North ~ m e r i c a .Many,
~ ~ however,
nevet made it to their destination. Thousands of English-speaking immigrants died of
disease on the way to Quebec or shortly d e r their arrivai. Still others, who had successM y emigrated to Quebec, decided to pack up and Ieave on their way to other parts of
North America. Estimates in 1826 on the number of immigrants arriving in Quebec, reveal that o d y 5% decided to stay.29 Had more English-speaking immigrants decided to
remain, Quebec's history might have been quite different.
Among the English-speaking immigrants who decided to stay, there were a number of issues which divided them. Many of these divisions were ofien as striking as those
between the English and French-speaking populations. The extent of these merences
merits further examination.
While there was a certain uniformity in the ethnic and reIigious background of the
English-speaking population by Codederation, there were also notable exceptions. The
most obvious difference had to do with natiodity. Although the overwhelming majority
of English-speaking Quebecers were of British descent, by 1871 approximately half or
120,000 were of Irish origin.10 The r e m a i h g 50% of the English-speaking population
was divided almost exclusively among immigrants h m England and Scotland. Further-

more, nearly one-third of these English-speaking immigrants of British descent were
Catholics. For the Irish, who were predominantly Catholic, this meant h t not only were
they considered a linguistic minority in a province that was predominantly French, but
they were also a religious miwrity within the English-speaking population.'1

In addition to ethnic and religious divisions, English-speaking Quebecers were
also fiagmented dong class lines. Although English-speaking Quebecers cleariy pos-

sessed a priviieged position in the economy, the overall occupational structure of the

British origin population during the nineteenth centwy was not al1 that different h m the
French-speaking populatioa32 As Ronald Rudin notes:
Clearly, the most important figures who ran the pre-Codederation economy were
English speakers; rare were the French speakers who operated any businesses of
significant dimensions. However, the Linguistic division of the economy breaks
down once one moves befow the highest positions. At the lower strata, it becomes
more ciBicuit to i d e n e occupafions that were exclusively dominated by the EngIish firom those that were the preserves of the French.... In fact, there were more
significant differences within the English-speaking population than there were between the Engüsh and the French-"
Strange as it may seem in an era in which language has become our major preoccupation, religion and class differences were the centrai issues which divided Quebecers
in the pre-Codederation period and into the twentieth century.14 In the years to corne, the

divisions among Enghsh speakers wouid become increasingly relevant as the Englishspeaking population began to lose its proportional strength and its political influence

began to erode.
By the nineteenth century English-speakers were concentrated in several areas,
including the Ottawa Valley, the Eastern Townships, the Quebec City and Montreal areas, and the

Gaspé. Along with rurai settfements, mmy English-speaking immigrants

who came to Quebec rnoved to rnetropo1itan centres. In fact, the rnajority of Montrealers
were actuaily English-speakùig between 1831 and 1861." Yet throughout the nineteenth
century the bulk of English-speaking setîlement was still directed towards rural areas.
Beneath this apparent demographic stability was the reality that throughout the 1800s
roughly one quarter to one half of the English-speaking population was born outside
~ u e b e c This
. ~ ~has led Uli Locher to conclude:

Malgré la présence d'une bourgeoise stable A Montréal et malgré la SuiYivance
d'une culture anglaise rurale dans plusieurs coins de la province, le groupe angIophone constitue, par son histoire mouvementée, un groupe hétérogéne, seulement
partiellement ellfacind au QuCbec a dont les différents sous-jgoupes doivent conserver des mdtiples loyautés, souvent en conflit entre elles...3

Unlike tbeir French-speaking counterparts, Quebec's English-speaking population
has been subjected to a high degree of demographiic tuni-~ver?~
This proces, character-

ised by the out-migration of English speakers and their replacement by new immigrants,
has resdted in a ratber constant -te

of flux within the English-spealMg population.'g

While this dernographic instabiLity is to be expected in a period of settler colonisation, it

has nonetheIess remaineci an a h o s t constant feature of the English-speaking population
irrespective of tirne? As a consecpence English-speaking Quebecers, with little -chment to anything other than their immediate communities, opted to leave the province
once better prospects presented themselves e1sewhereP1 The net effect of this often transitory immigration, particularly in the nineteenth century, was the weakening of any
comrnon identity among English speakers and the absence of any common political organisation at the provincial leveI.

From Cortfederationto the Qzdet Revdufiort

The growtii and stabibty of the English-speaking population in the years which
foflowed Codederation was dosely linked with the development of the economy. With

an ever expanding share of its conttol, the English-speaking business elite in Quebec was
able to reinforce an eçonomic structure that reserved its best paying positions for English
speakers?' Concentrated in Montreal, members ofthis small cirele were responsible for a

number of projects ranging h m the construction of the transcontinental railway, to the

establishment of the Bank of Montreal. In retrospect, it appears that Confederation was
designed by and for this very same business elite.43
The next major transformation for English-speaking Quebec coincided with pre
and post World War II immigration. Although a number of non-British immigrants had
settled in Quebec as early as the late 1800s, new waves of immigration wouid dramatically change the composition of the English-speaking population (See Table 1.2). Many
of the new immigrants to arrive in Quebec developed close ties with the English-speaking
population, and as Table 1.3 illustrates, a great number of their children grew up speaking
English. The affinity was understandable, considering the pre-minent position of English speakers in the economy, as well as Quebec's position in an overwhelmingly Englishspeaking continent.
Among the new immigrants to seîtie in Quebec were Jews fiom Europe who, by

the depression of the 1 9 3 0 ~
had
~ arrived only speaking ~iddish? With few exceptions
they chose to settle dongside earlier Jewish immigrants who had established a vibrant
community in Montreal. Their isolation fÏom the French-speaking population was evident as only 112 of the more than 60,000 Jews living in Quebec in 1931 spoke French,
while approximately half spoke English in addition to their mother tangue." Facility in
English rather than French, notes Ronald Rudin, "provided a passport to leave Quebec

and to join Jewish communities el~ewhere."~
As Jewish immigration fiom Europe receded in the late 1930s, other groups began
to influence the character of the Anglophone population. Most notable among these were
Italian immigrants who began to arrive in significant numbers following World War II.

Of the approximately 650,000 Italians who emigrated to Canada since the tum of the

TABLE 1.2
ETHNIC OHGIN OF QUEBECS POPULATION,
1871-1991
Year

French %of Pop.

British

%of Pop.

Other

%of Pop.

Source: Census of Canada, 1871-1 991.
Note: Multiple responses beginning in 1981 (distriiuted evenly among the origins reported).

TABLE 1.3

ETI-nvIC ORIGN OF QUEBEC'S ENGUSH-SPEAHNG
(MOTHER TONGUE) POPULATION,
1931-1981
Year

British

%

French

%

Italians %

Source: Ronald Rudin, The Forgonen puebecers (IQRC, 1985), 166.
Note: Figures for the 1991 census have not yet been released.

Jews %

Other

%

century (one quarter of which to Quebec), 70% arrived &a 1945;'

The frcedom to

educate their children in Engiish resulted in a large number of language transfers towards
the English-speaking population. This trend continued to the point where by the 1960s

children of Italian immigrants were more likely to speak English at home than ~renchl*
Those parents who had encouraged their children to leam English, were as Rudin
reiterates, "providing fuhoe generations with the means of leaving the province."'g

He

goes on to suggest:
This theme of mobility ruas through the experience of al1 the groups that contributed to the development of the linguistic minority in the two centuries following the
Conquest. The members of these groups variously identified themselves as English
Canadians, North Americans, Montréalers, Townshippers, Jews, or Italians; only
rarely in the pre-1960 penod did they see themselves as Quebeckers, a situation that
is hardly surprising given their relative isolation from the French-speaking population. Accordingly, English speakers as a group had little incentive for thinking of
themselves as members of a cohesive linguistic minority much less to consider establishing a political party to champion their interests.

''

Prior to the 1960s, English-speaking Quebecers had always taken it for granted
that the majority of new immigrants would want to integrate within the Anglophone
community. Nothing led Anglophones to assume that this situation would change in the

near to distant future. However, with evidence in the 1960s suggesting that the Englishspeaking population was increasing its proportional skength in Quebec, the Frenchspeaking majority began to fear the loss of their lmguage and the prospect of cultural
assimilation. As a result, immigration and integration of immigrants within the Frenchspeaking community took on a new urgency. Through Bill 63 in 1968, B U 22 in 1974,
and later Bill 101 in 1977, the goveniment responded to the Francophone community's
fear of cultural assimilation, and actively intervened in the process of integrating new

immigrants.

Seen in light of the changes which were transforming Quebec society in the
1960s, the "Quiet Revolution" as it became hown, served notice of a French-speaking
majority conscious of its vulnerability and concerned with its collective survival. The
perception among English speakers, however, was markedly different. Facing restrictive
language legislation, and in 1976 the election of the Parti Québécois, a mass exodus of
English speakers took place. Roughly 95,000 of Quebec's English-speaking population
left the province in the fïrst five years d e r the PQ's election?' Viewed as a whole, this
outward migration threatened the infiuence and continued vitality of the Engiish-speaking
population. Previous migrations of English-speaking Quebecers out of the province were
counterbalanced by three factors: the naturai growth of the resident English-speaking
population; the arriva1 of new English-speaking immigrants; and those Quebecers who
~ late 1970s, however, no factor could
adopted English as their home l a ~ ~ u a ~ eIn. "the
offset the absolute decline which the English-speaking population was experiencing.
The outward migration of English speakers (albeit not at 1976 levels) continued in
the 1980s and on into the 1990s (See Table 1.4). Rather than attributing this decline
solely to the rise of Quebec nationalism, a more accurate interpretation points to several
interrelated factors. One of the most important of these issues concem the position of
English speakers within the Quebec economy. Unchallenged until the 1960s, English
dominance of the economy became an obvious target for Quebec's Quiet Revolution.
Substantial gains made by French speakers in the work force have therefore changed the
balance of economic power in Quebec. The distribution of high paying jobs has, as a result, encouraged both the upward mobility of a number of French speakers and the departure of English Quebecers.

"

THE SIZE OF QUEBECS E N G L J S H - S P W G
POPULAîTON BYHOME LANGUAGE
1971-1991
(Figures in Ijrtousands)
Year

Engiish

% of Total Pop.

889

NIA

NIA

809

797

716
Source: Reed Scowen, A Direrent Vision: The English in Quebec in the 1990s @on Mills Ont: Maxwell
Macmillan Canada, 199l), 121., and C e r n of Cam&, 1991.

According to Table 1.5, the decade between 1970 and 1980 shows a decline in the
median family income of the Engiish mother tongue population relative to Francophones.
As Gary Caldwell points out, the gap among Anglophones and Francophones closed form
30% to 20% during a period when "les AngIo-Québecois les plus compétents" were the

most numerous to leave the province. The convergence among the two groups is also
consistent with regard to individud income.
The number of English-speaking Quebecers leaving the province was made worse
by the fact that Montreal could no longer daim to be the nation's £inancial capital. The

rise of Toronto as the locus of f'inancial activity in Canada ody reinforced the tendency
by which English-speaking Quebecers could (unlike many of their French counterparts)

move to other parts of North Axnerica without baving to make any linguistic adjustmenttS4

TABLE 1.5
MZDL4NFAMILYAhrD lADN7DUAL liiVCOiW
AMONG ANGLOPHONES AND FR4NCOPHONES
1970 TO 1990
PIZ1990 Dollars)
Year

English

Family
French

E/F

English

Individuah
French

E/F

Source: Adapted fiom, Gary Caldwell, La question du puébec anglais (Québec, IQRC,1994), 43.

TABLE 1.6

LlNGUISTIC COWOSITION OF MONTREAL'S
MOTHER TONGUE POPULATION:
1971-1991
(As a percentage of the population)
Year

French

English

Other

Source: Marc V. Levine, "Au-del&des lois linguistiques: la politique gouvernementale et le caractére linguistique de Montréal dans les annees 1990, in Contextes de la politique linguistique québécoise (Conseil de
la langue française, 1993), 15
Note: Multiple responses for years 1986 and 1991 divided equaily arnong languages reported

As the focus of power in the 1960s shifkd towards the French-speaking majority,

English-speaking Quebecers continued to fiinction within the regional comrnunities they

had created. Looking back to the pre-Codederation era, these regional concentrations
were partly due to the ongins of those who settled the different areas." With time, severd of these regiond concentrations began to change. Influenced by the arriva1 of new

immigrants who chose to settie in Montreai rather than in outlying areas, Quebec's English-speaking population developed an overwhelming metropolitan character. This trend
has continued to the point where today two-thirds of Quebec's English-speaking population lives within the Metropolitan Montreal area In spite of this percentage, as Table 1.6
shows, the number of English-speaking Montrealers, like the English population in general, continues to decline.
Despite the decline of the English-speaking population in Montreal, its relative
dominance within the English population as a whole has, as we noted, increased substantially. One of the inherent problems associated wiîh this development is the high mobiIity of urban dwelling. By definition, urban centres like Montreal are characterised by

hi& tumover rates."

Funire prospects for the English-speaking population are therefore

influenced by the unstable nature of urban setdement. Combined with the existing pattern of outward migration in search of better economic opportunities, the outlook for
English speakers appears dismal. The same conclusion was drawn by Jacques Henripin
in a 1984 study on the future trends of the English-speaking population. His population
estimate for the Montreal area by the year 200 1, given an unfavourable socio-economic
climate, was that English speakers would constitute only 15.5% of the population.s7
Even in an improved socio-econornic climate, he foresaw English speakers compnsing no

more than 18% of Montreai's population.58 These predictions have been further s u p
ported by Marc Termote in a recent shidy on the demolinguistic fLture of Quebec.
Arnong the various scenarios entertained by Temote, all appear to suggest that Anglophones will comprise approximately 16.5% of the total population of Montreal by the
year 2001.59
Working to counterbalance this trend are the network of English Ianguage institutions which in mauy instances are made possibIe by the geographic concentration of
Engiish speakers. Established in English communities, these schools, hospitals, and social service agencies form the essentiai fÏamework that supports the much wider Englishspeaking population!0
In other respects, the geographicd distribution of English speakers makes coming

to te-

with the changes in Quebec society ciiffï~ult!~Mosî Live w i t b close pmximity

to the United States, or near the Ontario or Vermont border. Few experience the isolation
ofien felt by the French mhority in the rest of Canada However, the geographic reality
of most English speakers is ody part of a more complex problem associated with the
attitudinal shift from majority to minority sbtus.

Beginning as far back as the settlement of English speakers in 1759, the self-confident "majority group" wnsciousness was formed by a sense of their superior educational and cultural backgrounds, their higher overall average incornes, and their commanding position in the Quebec economy."

Although a minority in Quebec, English-

speaking Quebecers p r e f e d to i d e n e with the larger English Canadian majority. This

was bom out by the f&

that English-speaking Quebecers read mmy of the sarne news-

papers and were exposed to much of the same media coverage as other Anglophones liv-

ing outside of Quebec. nie effects of this self-perception as a majority were far ranghg.
They included the creation of separate English language institutions in isolation fiom the
French majority, and an almost exclusive preoccupation with ma-

related to their own

community. In addition, only a mlnority of English speakers were bilingual; according to

the 1971 census only one out of every threef

The sign that things were changhg became clear with the onset of the Quiet
Revolution. Among the obvious consequences of this era, English-speaking Quebecers

became increasingly subject to the will of a French majority which had adopted an
interventionist posture through the provincial govenunent. The adoption of Bill 22 and
later Bill 101 was a severe psychological blow to English-speaking Quebecers who considered the use of their language an acquired right?

An even greater shock came with

the election of the PQ in 1976. According to Michael Stein:
The shinning PQ victory left many Anglo-Quebecers in a date of near paralysis
marked by dismay, incredulity and fear... It was widely reported that vast amounts
of savings were flowing out of the province, and the contents of many safety deposit boxes were being emptied and placed in banks in areas bordering Quebec.
There was much speculation about the new Parti Québécois governent under
René Lévesque, the future of the province and the country, and above dl, personal
assessments of one's fbture place w i t b or outside ~uebec.~'

The changing self-perception of Quebec's English-speaking population in the

1970s indicated the extent to which the community had evolved. However, the Quiet
Revolution had also affected Quebec's other language groups. In light of these changes it

is interesting to compare the relative degree of convergence among the different cornmunities. The sample data used in this cornparison is based on the mother tongue of the respondents (fîrst language leamed and still understood) and comes fiom the complete file
of merged CIPO mrveys conducted by Laponce and Rus. Two periods have been selected for consideration, the 1960s and 1980-84. The first period provides us with a profile of the communities before the end of the Quiet Revolution, hence a time before the
English-speaking community's seIfIfperceptionwas altered. The second period affords an
update of the communities at a t h e in which Alliance Quebec was being formed. One
assumes that throughout these periods, changes to the Anglophone community's self-perception would be reflected by gains made by Francophones and Allophones in a number
of spheres. As Table 1.7 indicates, this is exactly the case. In the two penods for which
data was compiled, the evidence suggests that Francophones and Allophones made gains

in domains that previously showed a strong Anglophone presence. The extent of these
gains, and their importance relative to the English mother tongue population (Eh4T) is
what the following sections will highlight.

ReliPioiî
Although there was clearly a time when religion was as significant an issue as language in Quebec Society, the decline in its importance in contemporary Quebec is made
clear by Table 1.7 (See also Fig. 1.1 & 1.2). The most relevant feature among the three
language communities in this regard is the number of respondents whose mother tongue
was neither French nor English who indicated no organised religion. A h o s t 10% of this
group professed no religion, approximately twice that of the French mother tongue com-

munity. The EMT population fell in between the groups at 7.8%.

However, what is

most striking about the rehgious promes of the three groups are the changes among the
major religions. For the French mother tongue population throughout the 1960s and 80s,
the fact that it is ovmhelmingly Catholic remains unchanged. Yet for the English
mother tongue population an important change occuned during this same period. As
Table 1.7 shows, in the period fiom 1980-84 the religion of the plurality of the EMT
popdation changed fiom Protestantism to Catholicism. Although the shift in real terms
was not that significant, ody 5% both ways (between Catholic and Protestant), the num-

-

bers were evidence of an evolution that m e r supported the c l a h that the community
was undergohg a transition.

The occupational structure of the Eaglish mother tongue population in the 1980s
remains fairly consistent with that of the 1960s. The obvious exceptions are the rise in
the percentage of professionals within the community and the increasing number of executives and managers. For the French mother-tongue population there was a similar increase in the upper Ievel of the occupational structure. This trend indicates that the gap
between English and French in these professions was nanowing by the 1980s. There is
also convergence among the EMT population and the non EnglishIFrench mother tongue
communities. In fact, if one measures both professional and executive/rnanagerial positions, the Allophone mother tongue population is represented to a higher degree than the
French mother tongue population, 35.4% versus 32.6% respectively."

TABLE 1.7

P R O F ' E OF QUEBECS W G U A G E GROUPS
BY MOTEER TONGLE: 1960s & 1980s
(Inpercentage)

MT French
1960s

MT ûther

1960s 1980s

1960s

Total

0.5 0.9
0.4 0.2
97.5 93.9
1.6 0.4
N/A 4.6
100 IO0

49.5 36.3
9.1 12.3
37.2 41.9
4.2
1.7
N/A 7.8
100 100

12.5
9.2
21.0
7.7
47.6 63.0
18.9 11.0
9.1
NIA
100 100

Total

32.3 36.4
67.7 63.6
100 100

17.7
82.3
100

19.1
80.9
100

27.8
72.2
100

29.8
70.2
100

12.8
19.4
5.4
9.5
37.8
13.9
1.2
100

13.0
20.1
7.8
16.8
30.1
8.8
3.4
100

22.9
26.8
7.4
13.0
23.1
6.3
0.5
100

11.6
12.2
5.3
7.1
47.7
15.9
0.2
100

15.6
19.8
4.0
5.1
41.2
14.0
0.2
100

21.5 11.2
57.4 59.8
21.1 29.0
100 100

40.3
47.2
12.5
100

25.2
47.3
27.5
100

1.Religion
Protestant...
Jewish...
Catholic...
Other...
None...
2.Union Members
Yes...
No...
3.Occupation
Professional...
Executive/manager...
Sales person...
Clerical...
Skilled labour...
Unskilied labour
Farmer...
Total
4.Education
Primary...
Secondary...
University...
Total

4.7
11.8
6.4
10.2
36.0
18.3
12.6
100

1980s

MT English

48.1 23.7
48.9 64.6
3.0 11.7
100 100

1980s

Source: I.A. Laponce and L.Rus%Dala File of CIPO Suryqrs 1953-1984, (Reported at the University of
British Columbia and the University of Toronto Data Library Centers).

TABLE f -8
mDEXOF SiMLARITYAhD DrVERGENCE AMONG
QUEBEC'S LAhGUAGE GROUPS AND THE ENGLISH
MOrnER TONGUZS P O P w n Q N
1960s & 1980s
(With Engiish Mother tongue LX base 100)

MT French
1960s

I . Religion
Protestant...
Jewish...
Catholic...
Other...
None...
2. Union Members

Yes...
- -

-

Fm...
Rural...

Urban...

1960s

1980s

25.2
25.5
230.7
62.6
127.9 150.3
450.0 647.1
NIA 116.7

190.6
78.6

157.1 151.3
87.7 86.8

36.2
55.9
58.7
72.4
82.1
72.9
60.7
73.1
119.6 163.6
207.9 220.6
370.6 240.0

89.2 68.1
60.7 73.9
67.9 54.1
42.3 56.1
158.5 178.4
180.7 222.2
5.9 40.0

223.7 211.6
852 108.0
14.2 40.3

187.4 225.0
82.2 79.1
59.2 94.8

345.7
402.6
78.0

5.7 41.4
17.9 28.6
107.1 105.6

-

Professional...
Executive/manager...
Sales person...
Clerical...
SkilIed labour...
Unskilled labour
Fanner...
4. Education
Primary...
Secondary...
University...
5. Geopphic Distribution

-

1.2
2.5
4.4
1.6
262.1 224.1
38.0
23.5
NIA 58.9
182.5
82.3

No...

1980s

MT M e r

182.8
377.6
82.6

Source: J.A. Laponce and L. Russ, Data File of CIPO Surveys 1953-1984. (Reported at the University of
British Columbia and the University of Toronto Data Library Centen).
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What is important to remember is that the closing of the occupationai gap is due

as much to the fact that rnany EngIish-speaking Quebecers have left the province as it is
to strides made by Francophones and Allophones in the workforce. Between 1976 and
1981 more than a third of Anglophone university graduates between the ages of 25 and
34 lefl the province."

Recent evidence suggests that this trend out of Quebec shows no

sign of slowing.
in a study by Uli Locher published in 1993, roughly 73% of the 2322 Anglophone

students polled (both high school and Cégep) saw themselves working outside the
province of Quebec in ten years. The reasons for theK intention to leave are considered
by Locher. "Il est probable que Ia < loi 101 > a déterminé beaucoup plus I'arrivée des anglophones que les départs. Il est probable aussi qu'elle a agi en combinaision avec
d'autres facteurs plutôt que seule... [mais] II est indéniable qu'elle joue toutefois un rôle
capital lorsque s'expriment les intentions de départ."68

Union Mernbershti,
As for the degree of unionisation among the language groups, the data points out
that the English mother tongue population çontinued to be the least unionised. While
there was a small increase fiom 1960 to 1980, the EMT workforce was approximately
20% unionised. This figure is contrasted by the level of unionisation among the French
and "other" mother tongue populations, at 36.4% and 29.8% respectiveIy in 1980-84.
Although the data shows Iittle evidence of convergence among the EMT population and
the other groups (see Table 1.8 and Fig. 1.5 & 1.6), the leveI of unionisation within
Quebec's workforce increased during the periods surveyed irrespective of language.

Figzire 1.5
Mother Tongue French Relative to Mother Tongue English
I

Union Membership

Mother Tongue Other Relative to Mother Tongue EngZish
l

Union Membership

Between 1960 and 1980, both the Francophone and Mophone mother tongue
communities made significant strides reIative to the EMT population in education.
Although the Engiish mother tongue community had the highest level of education for
aay language group, Allophones by the 1980s were a close second. More impressive was
the fact that in approximately twenty years the percentage of the Ailophone motber
tongue population in Quebec with some university education rose fiom 12.5% to 27.5%.
A possible expIanation for this convergence (94% relative to EMT) might be due to the

level of education of Allophones immigrating to Quebec between the 1960s and 80s (See
Table 1.8 & Fig. 1.7 & 2.8).

Among the other features of the language profiles worth mentionhg is the trend
towards urbanisation. Although al1 three of the Ianguage groups are highiy urbanised,
Allophones and Anglophones by the 1980s were almost exclusively settled in metropolitan areas (See Fig. 1.9 & 1.10). For Allophones, many of which are recent immigrants to

Quebec, this fmding is not surprising. Similarly for AngIophones, their geographic concentration can be explained by the minority's desire to live in English and to maintain
community institutions.

Figure 1.7
Mother Tongue French Relative to Mother Tongue English
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The behavioural patterns described in this chapter signalled the beginning of a

new era and explain a change in the self-perception of the English-speaking population.
No longer considered by its own members as the "majority," the English-speaking
minority underwent a process of deep reflection. The first step in this process required
taking stock of their new position, that is, that the English-speaking community's
perceived drop in status was accompanied by an actual loss of status. While some clearly
refused ta accept the changing balance of power, others began to discover that they
existed as a comrnunity. It was apparent nevertheless, that this community needed to
redefme its self-image in order to forge a new role for itself. There remained only two
options for English-speaking Quebecers: Leave - as many did, or stay and help build a
more positive political role for Anglophones. The next chapter details the experience of
those who began this undertaking in 1976.

At no other time were the problems within the English-rights movement made

more clear in the mid-1970s than during the passage of the Charter of the French Language, cornmonly known as Bill 101. With the presentation of Bill 1 (later to become

Bill 101) before the Quebec legislature in 1976, the Anglophone community endured a
m c u l t lesson.' A variety of groups, individuals, and organisations appeared before the
cornmittee studying the proposed law. Many of the groups ended up making similar
presentations before the cornmittee, underlying the lack of CO-ordinationand poor strategy adopted by the English-rights movement. Some have since questioned whether the
legislation would have past as easily had there been a more concerted effort by Anglophone's organised to fight it.'
PBor to the election of the Parti Québécois in 1976, the English-speaking population suffered from an obvious lack of political leadership. More to the point, no organisation existed within the English-speaking milieu which claimed to act on behalf of English speakers. While there were a number of hospitals, schools and social services located
throughout the areas of English-speaking concentration which served English speakers,
none of these institutions were purely political. Until the PQ's rise to power, Anglophones had no equivalent of the Saint Jean Baptiste Society, which spoke on behalf of, or

lobbied for the English fact in Quebec. Even Engiish-speaking joumalists and business
people h m Quebec were uniikely to consider themselves spokespeople for the English

wmmunity. Reed Scowen has pointeci out, '"the English community of Quebec was not
really aware of its own existence. For French-speaking Quebecers, les anglais represented something r d , a homogeneous group with a distinct personality. For les anglais
themselves, there was no collective identity to speak of. They were simply Canadians
living in Quebe~".~
The rise in political activism among the English of Quebec in the mid 1970s had
more to do with the actions of the French-speaking majority than it did with English
speakers themselves. SMilarly, the initiatives undertaken by the PQ in the years &er
their eIection, had more to do with the emergence of an English-rights movement than did

the election of a sovereignist govemment itself. One is inclined to believe that had the
PQ adopted a more moderate stance with respect to language legislation, among other is-

sues, it not only would have provoked less of a response fiom Anglophones but might
have effectively prevented the organisation of the English-rights movement. While this is
specdation, it appears clear that historically at least the absence of any organised response on behalf of English speakers can be aîîributed two interrelated and mutually reinforcing factors. The first and more obvious of the two involves the level of control exercised by English speakers prior to the Quiet Revolution. While numencally a minority,
Anglophones enjoyed a disproportionate measure of influence within Quebec society.

This enabled English Quebec to act as if it were the majority rather than the decreasing
proportion of the population it truly represented. Second, what reason was there to corne
to terms with the declining size of the English population or even to contemplate a loss in

status when English control over the econorny remained unchallenged. Even as the Quiet

Revolution began to have an impact on the self-perception of English speakers as the
majority, continued control over the economy helped to insuiate much of the English
population from the full force of change. As one scholar bas noted, it is almost ''that the
they [the English] accept their econornic power as their raison d'être: it is what allows
them to remain as the English."'

In the 1970s a noticeable shift began to take place within the English population.

For the & time a network of English-speaking rights groups emerged to articulate the
needs of the cornmunity and lobby the provincial goveniment? One of the first events to
touch off debate centred around the Liberal government's plan in 1974 to introduce legislation promoting the French language in the f o m of Bill 22.6 Traditionally viewed as
supporters of the English community, the Liberal P a . appeared this time to be favouring
Quebec nationalists with the passage of new language legislation.
The political fallout fiom Bill 22 for the three English cabinet ministers within the

Liberal government was swift and decisive. Unable to regain nomination in their own
ridings, two of the three retired from politics while the third won his seat in the 1976
election by a much smaller majority.' William Tetley, who lost his riding nomination,
later remarked that most English speakers who were opposed to Bill 22, have since
adopted a different opinion:
Some have even forgotten their hard-line position of the past. For years, my wife
and 1 have had season tickets at a Montreal theatre Company and for years, at each
production, the English-speaking parking attendant fiom Côte St. Luc would berate
me about how Law 22 was taking ail his rights away. After Law 101, he became silent, and in 1979, when 1 asked him his views on Law 22, he replied, "Why, 1 was
always for it!" Oh, yes, of course!

'

The problem for Anglophone in the wake of BiU 22 was to fïnd an alternative to
the LiberaI Party. The dissatisfaction with the Liberal's also extended to the Francophone
population, of which many considered Bill 22 not to have gone far enough. The government calcuiated that in the end supporters of Bill 22 would outnumber the extremists.

From Bill 22 tu Bill IO1
W e Bi11 101 is the most important Ianguage Iaw to have emerged fiom Quebec
politics in recent history, it was by 1977 only the latest inquiry into the condition of the
French lang~age.~
Several important studies and laws preceded the drafting of the Charter of the French Language. Notable among these studies was the Royal Commission on

BilinguaIism and Biculturalism which led in 1969 to the Federal Officia1Languages Act.
In the same year interest in the language debate was heightened by the St-Leonardschool
crisis, in which the local Catholic school board argued with parents over the choice of
schools for Italian immigrant^.'^ In order to find a solution to the problem the Union Nationale government passed Bill 63 which gave parents the right to choose the language of
their children's education. At the same tirne the government announced that it had estabIished the Gendron commission with a mandate to consider ways to promote the French
Ianguage in Quebec. Far fiom achieving linguistic peace Bill 63 outraged many Frenchspeaking Quebecers and contributed to the electod defeat of the Union Nationale in the
next election.
Aware that language had become a volatile issue, the newly elected Liberal govemment promised to consider changes to Bill 63 after reviewing the long awaited recommendations of the Gendron Commission. Armed with the findings of the Gendron

Report, the provincial government introduced language legislation in May of 1974 in the
form of Bill 22 (the provincial Official Language Act). The goveniment argued on the
basis of the Gendron Report that the French language was faced with encroachment by
Engiish in almost every sphere of activity." Bill 22 sought to remedy this situation by,
among other measures, applying coercive as well as monetary hcentives to promote the
use of the French language." Among the major highlights of BU 22 were the declaration

that French was to be the official language of the province of Quebec; that French would
be the officiai language of the public service; that al1 contracts with the govemment and
para-govenunent bodies would have to be written in French; that govemment contracts
would be awarded under a preferentiai system to companies who conducted their business

in French; the govemment would provide grants to companies williag to comply with its
guidelines on the use of French; and that tests would be given by school boards to determine whether a child should attend English or French schools."

While the majority of French-speaking Quebecers were generally satified with
Bill 22, the same can not be said of English Quebecers. As Michael Stein notes:
Law 22, or the Official Language Act, made French the sole official language of the
province; and, in the eyes of most Anglophones reduced English to the status of a
minority or second-class language. This was a severe psychological blow to them
since they had always regarded official use of their language as an cacquired righb.
It had been at least partially entrenched in the Canadian Constitution through Article
133 of the BNA Act (which accorded protection to English in the legislatures and the
courts of ~ u e b e c ) . ' ~
Frustration within the English-speaking community over Bill 22 was soon
eclipsed in November of 1976 with the election of the Parti QuébCcois. Rumours spread
about the f o m the new government's proposed Ianguage law would take. The speculation was put to rest in April of 1977 when the Parti Québécois released the White Paper

outlining langmge legislation to be introduced in the National Assembly later that
month." At nrst members of the government, including the Premier, concluded that al1 of
the measures spelled out in the White Papa would not be necessary to redress the shortcoming of Bill 22.16 Camille Laurin (the Minister of State for Culturai Development, and
the author of the White Paper) was nonetheless h a n t that tougher legislation was
needed to bolster the French language in Quebec''

Presented before the National As-

sembly on April27,1977 and appropriately named Bill 1, the Charter of the French Language becarne the first major piece of legislation introduced by the Parti Québécois &er

its election victory.
After lenghy public hearings, the government decided to withdraw Bill 1 in h u e
of 1977 and reintroduce it as Bill 101 in order to secure its passage for the upcoming
school year.I8 After a short period of debate it was passed and became law. There were
some notable differences between Bill 1 and Bill 101. In the preamble to Bill 1, the tenn
"Québécois" was used in a way that seerned to limit it to long-standing French-speaking
residents of Quebe~.'~
The reference was later removed from Bill 101. Other features of
the legislation were more lace the legislation it was designed to improve upon, Bill 22.
One of the obvious differences between Bill 22 and Bill 101 concerned the language of instruction. Bill 22 stipulated that children could be educated in the language of
their choice if they could demonstrate a sufficient knowledge of either English or French.
Bill 101 on the other hand, restricted English-language instruction to only four categories
of children. The fou. groups included:"
1. Children who's parent@)received primary education in Quebec in English.

2. Children whose father or mother lived in Quebec at the tirne Bill 101 came into
force who had received their primary education in English outside Quebec.

3. ChiIdren who in the previous year legally attendeci Englïsh public schooIs.
4. Younger brothers and sisters of those in the third category.

in addition, a regdation which came into effect at the same time as the Charrer of the
French Language permitted peopIe who were temporarily in Quebec to receive English

education. The authorisation would apply for three years, subject to renewal.
The differences between the educational provisions of Bill 22 and Bill 101 re-

flected the different philosophies of the parties which created them. For Coleman:
The PQ designed a policy appropriate for a nation-state with an absolute higuistic
majority where it sought to bring al1 citizens under a single French-language educational system. The party alIowed two exceptions to this policy: It gave Anglophones
with some historical roots in Quebec and those living in the province on a temporary
bais the "privilege" of choosing between instruction in eithw language. The PLQ,
consistent with its vision of Quebec in Canada, placed no restrictions on the availability of English-language schooIs... Further, following fiom its view of a bilingual
Canada, it tended to give anyone with a " d c i e n t knowledge" of English the choice
of an English-language or French-language education. 2'

On the issue of language use in pubIic institutions Bill 101 diverged sharply fiom
Bill 22. Both Iaws sought to ensure that public agencies and the provincial bureaucracy
operated in French. Yet Bili 101 M e r required that public institutions (among thern
English-speaking institutions) conform to the same language requirements as government
agencies. This meant that school boards, local health and social service centres, and other
public institutions had to communicate extemally (and i n t e d l y with few exceptions) in
French only. The promotion, hiring, and ûansfer of employees within these institutions
was m e r dependent on the individuals "appropriate" howledge of French."

A11 of

these practices were to be indirectly enforced through h c i s a t i o n programmes set up by
the local institutions and administered by the Office de la langue h ~ a i s e . ~

Another important ciifference between Bill 22 and Bill 101 involved the treatment
of professionals. Under both laws, professionals who's occupations came under Quebec's
Code of Professions were required to have a working knowledge of French in order to
obtain a permit to work in Quebec. However, Bill 22 exempted professionals who
worked exclusively for one employer and had no contact with the public."

Bill 101 re-

moved this exemption, and all professionals under the new legislation were subject to
French tests by the Office de la langue fiançaise.

In the economy, the Parti Québécois atternpted to exercise a more direct role in
promoting the use of the French language. Although Bill 22 had similar ambitions, it
sought to increase the use of French mainly through persuasion. The case of language
policy in the private sector is a perfect example. The Liberal government îhrough Bill 22,
directed firms to give French the priority in matters relating to the language of commercial signs, advertising and the like. Bill 101, however, restricted the use of any language
other than French on commercial signs and other c'communication tools more likely to be
exclusive to Quebec.'"

The explicit aim of Bill 101 then, as it Uivohed the language of

cornmerciai signs, was to make Quebec "visually" Fren~h.'~
To a great extent the evolution of language legislation in the 1970s was a reflection of the desire on the part of French speakers to make Quebec French. Seen fiom this
perspective Bill 22, and more directly Bill 101, were only the latest manifestations of a
French-speaking majority's resistance to cultural assimilation. As language became the
defining characteristic of this struggle, there was b o n d to be c o d i c t with the Englishspeaking minority. Areas such as the economy became obvious targets for Bill 101; this
helped raise the level of fiwtmtion within the Anglophone cornmunity to new heights.

one C
o
-

I . .late 1976 two English-rights groups emerged on the Island of Montreal, Participation Québec and the more widely known Positive Action C o d t t e e (PAC). Led by
Montreai Iawyer Alex Paterson and McGilI University philosophy professor Stors
McCall, PAC formed a group of business people, lawyers, and acadernics who hoped to
~ addition to meetings at which
involve English Quebecers in the political p r o ~ e s s . in
they wnsidered the policies and initiatives for PAC to pursue, they drafted a manifesto
which appeared in the Montreal Star on April23, 1977. Ln large part the manifesto was a
response to the PQ's position on language policy. The manifesto argued for the preservation of individual rights, while advancing bilingualism as a potential remedy for some of
the problems facing Quebec. While dismissed as too conciliatory by some members of
the English community, PAC received widespread attention and approval for advancing
the idea that English speakers were as much Quebecers as were French speakers.''

As

weI1, PAC stressed the social and cultural contributions made by English Quebec. In essence, the organisation tried to advance a constructive platfom upon which al1 Quebecers, without regard to language, could contribute to Quebec Society.
The problem with the Positive Action Committee was that it appeared to have
been controlled by a co~rmunityelite.w While PAC boasted as many as 50,000 members
at one tirne, policy and strategy were decided solely by an executive cornmittee that met
every two weeks. The Governing Cornmittee Council (with a membership of about 30)
was rarely consulted on policy decisions or how private fûnds were to be spent. The
leadership felt that because of the rapid change of events in Quebec only a select few
could respond quickly and effectively. Even PAC's leaders felt that it was an elite organi-

sation."

Many of the people near the decision making process were, according to Alex

Paterson, "the establishment of M~ntreal."~'

In the late 1970s Positive Action challenged sections of Bill 101 through the provincial and federal judicial systems. In the hrst case, Positive Action supported the cause
of three Montreal lawyers challenging sections of Bill 101. On January 23, 1979, Chief Justice Jules Deschênes of the Quebec Superior Court d e d the above sections unconstitutional. A second challenge to Bill LOI attempted to have the French-only signs provisions of the legislation dedared ilIegal. This attempt was defeated in Quebec Superior
Court, but later was appeaied before the Supreme Court of Canada in the Quebec sign
case Ford v. A.-G. Quebec, [1988]).32

In the fall of 1977, a series of events set the stage for the establishment of another
major lobby organisation in Montreal. First, federal Secretary of State John Roberts came
to Montreai to meet with the various national unity groups. It was during this visit that
Roberts informed the groups that federai govemment fun& were available to English
Quebecers under the Officia1 Languages Minority Groups Program. Second, during this
same period, Participation Québec decided to stay out of the referendum and national

uni@ debate. This caused a rift within the goup which contributed to the departure of
one of its young leaders Eric Maldoff. Third, the PAC leaders became aware that the organisation had amcted a reputation as k i n g too " ~ a s p i s h " . It
~ ~was no secret that PAC

had found it difficult to obtain support h m Quebec's ethnic groups.
Between the fa11 of 1977 and Febniary 1978, PAC and Participation Québec together organised a series of meetings that brought together many of the diverse rninority
groups in the province. It was during this time that Eric Maldoff became the key actor in

the creation of a new and broader based organisation. Mddoff established contacts with
the various ethnic, religious, urban and rural associations and organisations throughout
the province. The outcome of these rneethgs 'resulted in a one day symposium held at
Concordia University on May 12, 1978. It marked the first t h e that such a diverse number of English-speaking groups had been brought together at a single event. in total 144
people representing 80 different groups atîended the conferen~e.~
Speaking at the symposium AIex Paterson reminded the participants that:
we are setting out on a joumey that is fraught with danger and difficulties. Very sirnply and fiankly stated: a minority cannot &ord the luxury of isolation, even if that
were desirable, for if a rninority's interests are isoIated and set against those of the
majority, a minority loses. We are setting out today, therefore, not to draw a wall
around those minorities and then set off in crusade for minority rights. We are rather
meeting îïrst to identify ourselves and our problems and then to examine what we
have in common and what we can do together ta promote these cornmon intere~ts.1~
At the end of the symposium, a 19 member ad hoc cornmittee was established to create
plans for a council of minority groups. In September 1978 this committee recommended
the creation of "The Council of Quebec Minoriiies."

The Council brought together a number of organisations and associations. By
March of 1981, the CQM claimed to be an umbrella organisation for 42 diverse groups.
Amongst these groups were the Townshipper's Association, Ville Marie Social Services,
the Black Cornmunity Association, the Consiglio Italiano Educativo and the Confederation of Indians of Quebec. Many of the ethnic, rural, and regional organisations in the
province that had joined the Council were in operation before the CQM was actuaily created, the CQM merely brought these groups together.
In addition to the flexibility of membership eligibility, the CQM also developed as

a resuIt of the financial assistance fiom the federai govenrment. Between 1978-79 and

1981-82 the Council received more federal govemment support than any other English-

rights orgauisati~n.'~This goverxl~~lent
support wmbined with the moderate stance
adopted by the Comcii, can be cited as the main reason why the organisation developed a
prominent roIe within the English-rights inovement. While the Positive Action Committee and Participation Québec both had representatives in the CQM, the new organisation

was designed to play a distinct role. When the CQM was established it was agreed
arnongst the various group leaders that the new organisation would involve itself only in
issues that PAC or Participation Québec were not aheady acting upon. The diversity of
the CQM brought the English-rights umbreiia a number of groups who spoke neither
English nor French. The provincial "AiIopbones" were now an inte@ part of the English lobby: It was de facto recognition of the heterogeneous nature of Quebec.
The Council attempted to act as an information neîwork. Operation "Outreach"
worked to correspond with both member associations of the Council and other ethnocultural minority groups in the province, while gathering information about minorities in
Quebec. The Council also lobbied the provincial Office de la Iangue Française to keep its
testing centre open during July and initiated the effort to permit unemployed English
Quebecers enrolled in French immersion prograrns to keep their unemployment benefits.
Also, the Councii's Ad Hoc Committee for the Extension of Temporary Permits lobbied
the provincial governent to extend temporary p e d t s to Quebec-educated professionals
who had to pass French language tests administered by the Office. In short, the CQM initiated various programs and hoped to change many of the restrictions placed on the Anglophone community.

Between April and September 1981, a series of politicai events intensified the
English-rights movement. The new frustration in Engiish Quebec was summed up by

Gary Caldwell and Eric Waddell: "This new miIitancy was born of a certain fiutration
with the failure to wrench concessions from the present government, the disappointment

with the unexpected Liberal defeat in 1981, the application of the unilingual sign legislation, and a rumoured educationai reform which would, if implemented, leave very few
English-language school boards in Quebe~."~'
Because of these events the Council and other English-rights groups began to rethink their strategy. in the faIl of 1981 d e r a series of meetings among the various or-

ganisations, the Coalition of English-speaking people was formed. The Coalition was
established primarily to have its views known by publishing a petitioa. The full page advertisement appeared in seven daily newspapers in Quebec on December 3, 1981.38 It
was drawn up by 56 people in October and November of the same year and listed a series

of issues upon which English Quebecers agreed. These included many of Positive Action's views; the acceptance of the primacy of French in the province, the explanation of
changing attitudes in the English community, and the responsibility of the government to
respect the rights of minority groups. The list of supporters of the campaign included
many infiuential members of the English community. While the Coalition lasted only six
weeks, it set in motion a new phase in the English-rights movement. Over this period

15,000 respondents contributed over $30,000?9 The number of respondents hinted at the
potential for a province wide network for English-speaking activism. This realisation set
the stage for a process of wnsoli&tion which eventuaily would lead to the formation of

the largest and most recent organisation within the English-rights movement

With the founding of AUiance Quebec in the spring of 1982, a short but somewhat
memorable chapter in the history of the English-rights movement came to an end. The
birth of Alliance Quebec not only ushered in a new era of CO-operationamong Englishrights groups, but suggested the beginning of a new trend among English-speaking Quebecers. This trend, characterised by the growth of bilingualism and a willingness to participate fuily in Quebec society, semed as the irnpetus for the creation of a new community based organisation committed to English rights. This chapter, by focusing on the
emergence of Alliance Quebec, will consider the structure, purpose and vision of an organisation which has since risen to the forefiont of the English-rights movement.

Consolz-.

.

Lob&

AlIiance Quebec represented a new departure for the English-rights movement.
Prior to 1982, limited progress on the language issue, wmbined with the re-election of
the Parti Québécois in 1981, led many to openly question the effectiveness of the English
lobby. Among those who Ied the cal1 for reform were members of the very organisations
which in the past had met with such limited success. Commenting on the need to present
a common front in the wake of the PQ's re-election, Eric Maldoff, once a member of Par-

ticipation Quebec, remarked some years later that, "What a lot of us have been saying for

a while had proven tme, that the PQ was not a four-year aberration but a reflection of a
fùndamental problem in Quebec society that required long term planning and genuine
hard work to solve. It was at that point that the determination reaily emerged within our
institutionai leaders and a lot of our community leaders, saying we have to develop an
effective mechanisrn".

'

Within a year of the PQ's re-election Alliance Quebec was formed. By uniting the
available human and physical capital it was apparent that the architects of the Alliance
sought to forge a common front for the English c~mmuuity.~
This process of consolidation brought immediate benefits. Groups which in the past had CO-operatedwith each
other but remained largely autonomous, dissolved under the leadership of new umbrella
organisation. Leading the groups which joined Alliance Quebec were the Positive Action
Cornmittee and Participation Quebec. Their shared history and collective experience
were to prove invaluable for the Alliance in its quest to gain acceptance among members
of its own comrnunity and witbin the French-speaking milieu.
The rationale for bringing the various elements of the English lobby together under one banner were both obvious and straigh$orward. Rather than competing both financially and ideologicaily with other groups, an umbreIla organisation could hope to expand its influence and widen its scope of interests. The same can not be said for the English-rights groups which existed prior to 1982. On different occasions, severai groups
including Positive Action, the Council of Quebec Minorities, and Participation Quebec,
ended up making similar presentations before government, while hiring separate researchers to create similar midies.'

More important, according to James Pasternak, was

the fact that the three groups had common leaders and overlapping memberships.*

One of the other advantages of consolidation was the centralisation of financial
support. This move effectively brought the cornpetition for government funding among
English-rights groups to end. When federal funding of English-rights organisations began in 1978, it was handled by the Secretary of State's Officiai Languages Minority Pro-

gramme. The initiative, accordhg to the federai government, "[was] designed to promote
understanding between the two main language groups and a better appreciation of the bilingual character of Canadian society, and to facilitate the linguistic and cultural development of officiai language minority communities7'.'

In the h t year of funding under

the program, English-rights groups received M e more than $86,000. This amount was
shared almost equafly between the Council of Quebec Minorities and Participation
Quebec. The first real significant increase in funding for EngIish-rights groups coincided

with the referendum in 1980 and the re-election of the PQ in 1981. Although the total

was more than five times that of 1978, amounting to over $400,000, it was divided among
three groups, one of which was the newly fomed Positive Action Committee. The creation of Alliance Quebec brought with it the next major increase in federal funding.
The English lobby had h o w n as early as 1977 of the federal government's desire
to see the creation of an umbrella organisation which presented the English consensus in
Quebec and paralIeled groups representing French-speaking rninorities in other provinces.' Although it might be presumptuous to suggest that tbis was the main reason the
Alliance was established, it is nonetheless clear that the English lobby was conscious of
the moral and financial backing it would likely receive.
As the only Engiish-rights organisation to be the recipient of federal funding in
1982 Alliance Quebec received $730,000. The following year marked somewhat of a

milestone for the English-rights movement, when the AUiance received $1,000,000 in

hding. In addition, the provincial govemment under the Parti Québécois contributed
some $33,000 through the Ministry of Cultural Communities and Immigration. The Ailiance's budget for 1993 was $1,671,000, of which the f e d d government remained the

primary contributor (See Table 3.1 for detailed information). However, according to Al-

liance Quebec, funding fiom the govemment has not increased even to meet inflation
since 1988, and will declease in the fiiture. As a result, one of the challenges facing the
organisation in the future wiIl be the search for additional revenue.

In order to develop alternative means of financing the Alliance commissioned an
independent review of its fund raising activities. In a report handed d o m in May of 1993
by Kethcurn Canada Inc. (a fund raising counsel), a number of issues were addressed

stemming from Alliance Quebec's fund-raising record.
Regarding the Alliance's fimd raising program, the counsel argued that cunent
initiatives appear to be "inadequately-resourced"(i.e. personnel devoted to fund raising
was insufficient).' They were pinticularly concemed with the fund raising year ending

March of 1993. During that year the Alliance raised approximately $98,000, while in the
preceding year fund raising revenue totalled more than $125,000 ,as Table 3.1 Uidicates.
Although the drop in private f'unding might be attributed to economic conditions,

and the general climate of cutbacks and restraint, the decline was nonetheless cause for
some concem. Among the measures suggested to improve this situation, the independent
counsel urged the AUiance to retain a full-time fund raising professional? Recent experience had confimied the importance of having such a person within the Alliance.

TABLE 3.1
ALLLQNCE QUEBEC BUDGET REPORT
(Year Ending March 3 1,1993)
Budget
(1993)

A

d

(1 993)

Actual
(1 992)

Revenue

Granîs...
Sec. of State
Gov. of Quebec
Court Challenges Prog.
The Alliance Inst.
Donations fiom fund raising
Convention fees & other income

Total

...

Excess of revenue
over expenditures...
Deficit (beginning of year)...
Surplus (deficit), end of year...
Source: AUiance Quebec, Auditor's Report (Montreal: A p d 28, 1993), excerpts h m audited fiuancial
statements

For a two year period beginning in November of 1992, the Alliance obtained the services
on loan of a senior manager through the Semîary of State to help develop more productive fund-raising initiatives. It r e m a h to 'be seen what effect this change, if irnplemented, will have on the future fund raising activities of Alliance Quebec. However, the
façt that the Alliance commissioned a review of its current operations suggest that the organisation is moving in the right direction.

e ozg&5r Cre-
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Like the collection of English-rights groups which proceeded it, Alliance Quebec
is as much a response to Bill 101 as it is an expression of urgency about the declinhg

English-speaking population. However, unlike previous English-rights organisations,
(notably the Positive Action Cornmittee and Participation Quebec) Alliance Quebec appeared to speak for the majority of English speakers while presenting the consensus of
English opinion. Still, the competition which existed between groups before the Alliance's creation had left the unmistalcable impression that no single organisation spoke for
the English community. It was difficult enough to gain credibility among Quebec's
French-speaking majority which considered English Quebecers to be better off than
French speakers in the rest of the country. At the same tirne, however, the Alliance had
to convince members of its own community that an umbrella organisation could better
serve their interests than a number of groups working independent of each other.

In order to be seen as a credible force by both sides, the Alliance had to adopt a
moderate approach that most Quebecers would agree on, yet would not alienate disgruntled members of the English community. Like the organisation's bilingual name mg-

gests, the Alliance hoped to promote harmony among French and English while proposing unity among various factions of the English community, traditionaiiy split dong religious, cultural and socio-economic lines? Predictably, the Alliance d l formd itseif
open to criticism by members of the English community who dubbed it "Cornpliance
Quebec," because its demands were often seen as too mild and its approach too conciliatory.'0 Among those to have joined the criticism of AUiance Quebec is William Johnson,
colurnnist for the Montreal Gazette. Referring to the Alliance's presentation before the
joint Senate-Commons cornmittee on officiai languages in 1990, Johnson argued:
There is a conviction, a force, when AQ denounces language intolerance in other
parts of the country. It is lacking when AQ denounces language intolerance in Quebec... AQ could have examined the symrnetrical bigotry of APEC and the National
Assembly, and asked which was the more serious, which more deeply violated the
solemn promises made by the Fathers of Confederation, which more violated the historic rights and fundamental liberties, as defïned by the British North America Act
and the Supreme Court of canadal l
Other critics of the Alliance's moderate or brokerage approach have alluded to the
organisation's relationship with the provincial Liberal party. Writing in the Gazette in
1987, Don Macpherson argued that the Alliance should be more concerned with changes
to the province's signs legislation than trying to win fnends among the Liberal govemment. According to Macpherson:
This is not the first time since the Liberals came to power in 1985 that Alliance Quebec has appeared uncornfortable with its role as le lobby anglophone,... and reluctant
to exert public pressure on the government to keep its election promise to allow the
use on commercial signs of other languages in addition to French. Throughout much
of last f d ' s revival of the language debate, the Alliance was silent. The silence was
apparently strategic, at l e s t in part. Alliance Quebec's leaders are said to have believed that their exerting public pressure on the govemment would produce a reaction
that would make it more difficult for the govemment to keep its promises on signs
and such other issues as English-language health and social services. But the actual
effect of Alliance Quebec's silence was to make the debate one-sided, to make it appear as though nobody except the government really wanted bilingual signs anyway
and that the Liberals were stirring up trouble needlessly. 12

Criticism h m the English community and more specincally fiom members of the
English-speaking media, suggest that Aüiance Quebec has yet to convince al1 English
speakers of the merits of its moderate approach. Stiii, the Alliance is confident that a
majority of English speakers approve of dialogue with the provincial government, and the
French-speaking majority for that matter, which is based on practical realisrn rather than
fatliiticism. To improve the French-speaking majority's perception of the Engiish com-

m

m as well as gain the credibility it needed to be an effective voice for English rights,

the Alliance had to search for a compromise position. As was mentioned, part of this position meant advocating a rnoderate stance in relation to issues that involved the English
community. It was clear that such a stance wouid aiso benefit the organisation in other

areas. As James Pasternak has noted:
It was important for the Alliance to articulate a coherent and justifiable position to
both the provincial and federal govenunents. To the federal government the Aüiance
presented both a series of demands as well as requests for funding. It appeared that
the federal goveniment would not likely direct financial support to, or act on polic
demands of, an organisation that attacked the rnajority community in the province..

,r

Regardless of the financial incentives, the Alliance genuineIy assumed that their
credibility hinged on casting English Quebecers in a new light. One of the Alliance's first
goals therefore was to openly recognise the primacy of the French Ianguage in Quebec.
This, the Alliance concluded, "couid only be achieved through leaming the French language, participating in provincial politics, and working in both the Francophone public
and pnvate sector~".'~One of the most crucial steps taken by the Alliance to bridge the
gap between the two communities, was to assure French speakers that English posed no
threat to the survival of the French language and culture. In the wake of a Quebec Superior Court ruling in September of 1982, on provisions of Bill 101 dealing with English

language instruction, the Alliance's contention appeared to receive some support. Chief
Justice Jules Deschênes' judgement that the "Canada clause" did not threaten the French
language in Quebec, codïmed what Aiiiance Quebec had been saying publicly for some
t h e . The same line was often repeated by the Aiiiance during their annuai conventions
and throughout presentations before parliamentary commissions. In AUiance Quebec's
1983 Inaugurai Fund-Raising Campaign publication, the organisation stated that by
voicing reasonable, common sense concerns, the Alliance has succeeded in persuading
hundreds of thousands of French-speaking Quebecers that these concerns are justified.ls

h addition, the Alliance's strategy has been progressive in accepting the English
community's minority status and by not depicting the French majority as vengeful.
Similarly by associating English-speaking Quebecers with the plight of French-speaking
minorities in the rest of Canada, Alliance Quebec has helped avoid ailegations b t they
are solely concemed with the future of the English wmmunity. It is essential, as former
Alliance Quebec President Michael Goldbloom has noted, that the "historie mistnist"
which exists between English speakers in Quebec and French speakers in the rest of Canada be "dissipated," since both groups share in the minority expenence which binds the
country toge&er.l6

bec
Alliance Quebec was designed to be the centre of the Enghsh-rights movement.
Among its early objectives, the Miance sought to bring as many English Quebecers together as possible in the hope that a new community wnsciousness centred around political activism would emerge However, despite the community's tradition of creating

service organisations and institutions to serve its needs, social and econornic divisions

until the 1970s appear to have prevented the emergence of this political activism. With
changes to the social an political fabric of Quebec society in the 1970s and 80s, the Alliance was able to attract a much larger segment of the Engiish population, who began to

see their future closely iinked with the existence of the community itself. For the first
time English speakers, regardless of their economic or social standing, were concemed
about the fuhtre of the English-speaking community. The challenge for the AUiance, was
to channel this sense of fhstration into an effective lobby for the English-speaking
comrnunity. To accomplish this, the Alliance established a network of "Chapters,"
"Regional Associations," and supporting "organisation member groups" (OMGs) that
gave the English-rights group a grass roots appearauce, as Figure 3.1 illustrates, while
presenting the image of broad based coalition.
The twelve regional chapters of Alliance Quebec are formed of Iocal registered
members and represent various areas of English-speaking settlement. Each chapter
democratically elects its own board of directors, and sets up advisory committees which
mirror the head office in Montreal. These committees are composed of members of the
Alliance and the English-speaking commuuity and are designed to deal with major program areas and the planning of events and strategies. They are: Health and Social Serv-

ices, Education, Youth Employment, Legal AfEairs, Govemment Services, National Issues, and Communications. Cornmittees meet regularly to develop policy and send their
proposais to the Montreal office.

The off-island regional associations maintain their autonomy fiom the head office
in Montreal while developing policy recom~nendationsand presenting them to the

Figure 3.1
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Alliance membership for approval. These associations are: the Outaouais Alliance, the
C o d t t e e for Anglophone Social Action (CASA) in the Gaspé, the Townshipper's Association in the Eastern Townships, the Voice of Engiish Quebec (VEQ) in the Québec
City area, the Coasters' Association on the lower North Shore, and the Chateauguay Valley English-speaking Peoples' Association (CVESPA). With the exception of the Coasters' Association, al1 of these organisations were established prior to the founding of AUiance Quebec. Both the Alliance and the Regional associations have worked together in

the past fighting measures such as Bill 101, and continue to play an important complementary role in the English-rights movement with an emphasis on serving local or rurai
concem.
In addition to the community chapters and regional associations, English-speakers
are represented within the Alliance network through a number of affiliated organisations,
or Organisation Member Groups (OMGs). These are existing community groups, institutions, federations, councils and associations that are tied to the AlIiance through an in-

terest in the English community. Arnong the more easily recognised Organisation Member Groups, are the Quebec Farmers' Association, the Ville Marie Social Services Centre,

and the provincial associations of Catholic and Protestant school teachers. These organisations and institutions support the general principles of Miance Quebec and many who
belong to these groups are also members of the Alliance. The Alliance's paid membership as of early 1994, is approximately 5,000. If one indudes members fiom its outlying
chapters and regional association, the number climbs to 40,000. Unforhinately, there is
no way of presenting a profile of the Alliance's membmhip as the organisation does not
keep statistics regarding the linguistic, ethnic, or socio-econornic status of its members.

However, in terms of the size of the Alliance's membership, it is interesting to note that it
has remained fairly constant over the past decade.
The administrative centre of Ailiance Quebec is situated in the organisation's
head office in Montreal (See Figure 3.2). The Alliance employs about two dozen people

directly, of which the majonty are retained on a M-time basis. More than half of these
individuals work in the Community Liaison Department as a direct service to Chapters
and the Alliance membership. They are responsible for Chapter activities, such as Chap-

ter Board meetings, cornmittees, events, projects, communications, etc. The remaining
half a dozen employees oversee province-wide programs in areas of concern to the English community or to the Alliance specifically (Le. National Issue, Health and Social
Services).
Adding to the various bodies already rnentioned, the administrative stnicture of
Alliance Quebec is composed of a Governing Council, the Provincial Board of Directors,
the Executive Committee, and the Advisory Council. Begirining with the Governing
Council, it is composed of elected representatives of al1 the component parts of Alliance
Quebec. It meets once a year, and democraticaily elects a Provincial Board, a Treasurer
and a President.
The Provincial Board which is composed of 38 rnembers, in tum elects an Executive Committee and Chairperson. The Board implements commissions programmes,
commits expenditures, authonses publications, and makes a11 major policy decisions.
Proposals for change to the constitution are brougbt before the Board which must meet
four times a year. The Chairperson of the Board of Directors presides over meetings of
the Governing Council and Provincial Board meetings.

Figure 3.2
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The Executive Cornmittee of Alliance Quebec is composed of nine voting members, they are; Chairperson, President, vice-president, Off-Island vice-president, Treasureryand three members at-large. They meet on a bimonthly bais and are responsible for

&y-to-day operations Members of the executive elected at the Annual General Meeting
are also members of the Board of Directors. The Advisory Council, however, is a global,
c o d t a t i v e cornmittee which people are appointed to at the AUiance's conventions.
Overall, the structure of Alliance Quebec with its various administrative bodies

and agencies projects the image of a broad and dynamic organisation. While there is a
certain arnount of truth to this, the literature put out by the Alliance, and more specifically

the figures in this chapter detailing the Alliance's organisational structure, tend to exaggerate the extent to which the Aiiiance operates as an umbrella group. In actual fact,
much of the Alliance's work originates and is carried out by the head office in Montreal.
Although certain cornmittees and agencies exist more in principle than in reality this
should not be considered one of the organisation's failings. The fact that exist at al1 demonstrates a cornmitment by the Aiiiance to direct certain issues to particular departments
should an issue mise that necessitates their involvement.

o- f m n c e Q&gg
One of Alliance Quebec's greatest assets is the quaiity of its leadership. Often
described as dynamic and articulate, it has attempted to define the English-speaking consensus for a French-speaking majority which in the past knew little other than the fact
that the English cornrnunity was trmib1ed.17 Today, when one questions the majority of
French speakers they are aware of the English community's çoncern with education, bi-

lingual signs and emigration. According to Graeme Decarie, long-the member of Alliance Quebec and professor at Concordia University, more than govenunent funding and a
high-profile position, the Alliance's success is in large part the result of political sophistication and basic organisational skills." This seeds of this political rehement were sewn

in the mid to late 1980s, when the Alliance's leadership was composed of a number of
individuals who were familiar with politics or who grew up the sons of politicians.'9

Several of these individuais have now left the Alliance for careers in provincial and federal politics. The rather fluid nature of the Alliance's leadership (typical of most pressure

groups) prevents us fkom forecasting the future composition and direction it might take,
yet if the Alliance's past record is any indication, it would likely continue to involve

highly educated and bilingual members of the English community.

One of the cxiticisms often heard of Alliance Quebec is that it risks losing touch
with its general membership because its leadership is composed of a community elite that
is out of touch with the rnajority of English speakers. In order to examine this daim, an
occupational background analysis of the Alliance's 1993-94 Provincial Board of Directors
was undertaken?' Of the 38 members on the Board, twelve (or 3 1.5%) had a background

in business, commerce and or engineering, while seven (or 18.4%) had a background in
teaching or administration at the prbary or secondary school level. A fiirther four (or

10.5%) members of the Board were lawyers, four were college or university professors,
and four were professionai volunteers. Two members (or 5.2%) were students, while two
others were involved in the arts. The remairhg three members were a nurse, a member
of the clergy, and a public service employee. While one is likely to intekpret these statis-

tics in a number of ways, it appears that the composition of the AIIiancels Provincial

Board of Directors is f W y representative of the English-speaking middle class. In this
regard, the Alliance's leadership appears to be fairly consistent with other mass
organisations.
The most visible and at times thankless position within the Aiiiance is that of
President. ResponsibIe for the general control and supervision of the organisation's affairs, he or she is eleçted by the Annuai General Meeting of the Goveming Council and
serves for a t e m of one year. As the main spokesperson for Alliance Quebec, the President inevitably becorne the focus of public scmtiny. Often tbis attention serves as the
perfect vehicle for the articdation of the Alliance's views, while on other occasions it
points to some of the organisation's problems. In order to understand the importance of
this media attention, one must f h t appreciate the degree to which the media in Quebec,
both English and French, appear to be preoccupied with the language debate. If the
province's daily newspapers did not attach such great importance to the language debate,
then Alliance Quebec and a host of other organisations like it would have a more difficult
tirne gaining prominence. For Montreal's English-language daily the Gazette, coverage

of the language question is a necessary response to consumer demand within the Englishspeaking comrnunity. As Arnopolous and Clift have suggested, "depending on the temper of the times, news reports will be athined to the anxieties of certain groups of people,
to their desire for cheer and entertainment, to their propensity to share in the experience
of others, and occasionally to give satisfaction to their prurient instincts.'J1 Commanding
a large proportion of the English-language readership, the Gazette has become one of the
central opinion maker within the English cornmunity. References within the Gazette to
Alliance Quebec or its President, are therefore important.

In May of 1993 the Gazette devoted a fair amount of attention to the Alliance's
Presidentiai election. Robert Keaton, who had served as President of the Alliance since
1989 faced a challenge h m Maurice King, President of the Chateauguay Valley English-

speaking Association. King not only presented a challenge to Keaton's leadership, but
proposed to lead the organisation in a different direction. He argued that it

ES t

he

for a

change in leadership, "away fiom the traditionai approach of cornpliance and appeasement - with the nationalists and the Quebec Liberal Party, and toward a practical and
positive representation of our needs, to ensure the survival of our community"."

Keaton,

dong with other members of the Alliance's leadership were alarmed by King's comrnents.

In fact it appears that they were so concemed by the challenge King represented that Keaton, who did not plan to seek re-election, felt he had no choice but to run as a candidate in
order to stop King's bid.
The Gazerte, which in the past had both supported and criticised the Alliance's
initiatives, became involved. On the day before the Alliance was to elect its president at
its annual convention, the Gazette published an editoriai supporting Keaton and rejecting
King's challenge. Arguing that Keaton deserved re-election, the editorial maintained that:
The Maurice Kings of this world seem to blame Alliance Quebec for Bill 101. But
the Alliance was created (some years after Biil 101 was passed) precisely to fight
against abuses of English rights. And it was clever and redistic enough to realize it
could accomplish nothing if it simply shouted and opposed every step designed to
strengthen the French language. That would just strengthen the hand of those nationalists who portray Anglophones as arrogant imperialists. So the Alliance and its
successive leaders - Eric Maldoff, Royal Orr and Bob Keaton - have held to a policy
of dialogue and practical reaiism. And it has worked. Y
The following day the moderate forces of Alliance Quebec prevailed as Maurice
King lost his bid to become President, by a vote of 143 to 47. Aithough there was never
much doubt that Keaton would win, the episode revealed something more important

about the f i a n c e , and pressure groups in general. As long as Alliance Quebec exists,
there d
i be tension fiom elements within the organisation who disagree with current
policy or who advocate a different approach. It goes without saying that a pressure group
which claims to represent a heterogeneous population will have its own diversity and inevitably its own intemai struggles.

True to his word, six rnonths into his new term as President of the AUiance, Robert Keaton confïrxned that he would be leaving the organisation. With Maurice King's bid

for the leadership defeated, and the Alliance safely in the han& of thé more moderate
element of the organisation, Keaton stepped down in December of 1993. By leaving half
way tbrough his mandate Keaton afforded Alliance Quebec vice-president Michael
Hamelin the opporhmity of becoming better known before facing possible challengers for
the leadership of the organisation. In so doing, the "Alliance establishment had a better
chance of presmiog its control over the presidency as an alrnost hereditary position.'a4

The strategy appeared to have worked. In May of 1994, Hamelin emerged with a landsiide victory at the Alliance's convention. His only opponent, Irwin Rappaport, who advocated a more radical approach in dealing with the provincial govement, managed
oniy 26 votes as opposed to Hamelin's 119.
Aithough Keaton's announcement to leave the Alliance came as no surprise, the
disclosure soon &er his resignation that he hoped to enter provincial politics did arouse
some suspicion among members of the English community. Like other members of the
Nliance before him, Keaton had decided to try his luck as a candidate for the Liberal
Party. in so doing, Keaton had Ied people to consider whether the Alliance had become a
training ground, or " f m team" for the provincial Liberals. Keaton is by no means the

&st ex-Afliance Quebec member to enter provincial politics under the Liberal banner.

Fomer Miance Quebec executives with the Liberals include John Parisella, Robert
Bourassa's chief of staff; MNA Russell Williams, Reid Scowen, who became Quebec's

delegate to New York; and Russell Copeman who after a being an aide to premier
Bourassa sought and won election as Liberal candidate in Notre Dame de Grace in the
1994 provincial e l e c t i o ~Keaton's
~
bid to nui as a candidate for the Liberals ended with
Copeman's nomination in the N.D.G riding. However, it remains to be seen whether his

use of the Alliance as a springboard into Quebec politics might in the long run hurt the
organisation's credibility as a non-partisan and independent lobby group.

The minonty experience of Quebec's English-speakhg population has been
deeply aBected by the changing reality of Quebec society. At various tirnes in the last
twenty-five years that experience bas led to conflict with successive provincial govemments over issues ranging fiom access to English education to the language of commercial s i p . ' Since 1982, it has also rneant the intervention of Miance Quebec.
The various policy initiatives which the organisation has been concerned with
over the years will be presented in this chapter in two sections. The first section will deal
primarily with issues that involve the federal govemment, f a h g under the general control of the Alliance's National Issues Programme. The second section encompasses much
of the Alliance's work within Quebec which has corne under the supervision of programmes devoted to education, legd affairs, health and social services. While this categorisation helps us to differentiate between areas of federai and provincial concentration,
several issues have and continue to involve both levels of govemment.

.

*

al Obrectwes
With respect to the general goals set out by Alliance Quebec, there are a number
of specific objectives which form part of the organisation's established program devoted

to national issues. The primary focus of the Nationai Issues Program is to foster the development of Canada's linguistic duaIity. Along these lines there are three main goals.
They are as follows:
1. To prepare the Alliance for constitutional negotiations.

2. To maintain and develop relations with the Fédération des francophones hors
Québec et la Société nationale des Acadiens.
3. To provide and disseminate information about the AUiancetsnational vision.

'

The h t major constitutionai negotiation since the creation of the Alliance was
the Meech Lake constitutional amendment, agreed upon in principle in 1987. Of p d c u -

l a . importance for Alliance Quebec duriug its negotiations with the federal government
leading up to the Meech Lake Accord, was to maintain the application of the minonty
language provisions of the Charter of Rights and Freedam (fiom here on referred to
simply as the Canadian Charter). The Alliance was concemed that the govenunent of
Quebec was prepared to withdraw section 23(2) of the Canadian Charter fiom application, so that it would only apply when proclaimed in force by the provincial legislantre.)

Section 23 of the CanaGian Charter provides protection for official language minorities in
the area of education. However, the issue of minority language nghts was not dealt with
in the Meech Lake Accord. Other areas, including the interpretative clause (section 2 of
the accord), and the override clause within the Canadian Charter were issues of great contention for Alliance Quebec.
In their presentation before the Select Committee on the Meech Lake Constitutional Accord in 1989, Alliance Quebec argued that the interpretative clause failed to

sufiiciently reflect the true character of Canadian society. They recommended that it
shauld more adequately recognise the French-speaking comrnunities present throughout
the country, as weii as the concept of multiculturaiism and the abonginai peoples of

ana da.^

However, by fitr the mon controversiai point raised by AUiance Quebec in it

brief to the coIllllZittee, had to do with the Accord's recognition of Quebec as a distinct
society. Although the Alliance both supported and recognised the duty of the governent
of Quebec to protect the French language and culture, they insisted that the Accord did
not clearly define Quebec's distinctivene~s.~The Accord did in section 2(1)(a) refer to
the existence of French-speaking Canadians, centred in Quebec and also present in the

rest of Canada, but accordbg to Alliance Quebec, it represented an "incomplete portrait
of what distinguishes Quebec fkom other provinces."7 Their brief made the point that:
Quebec's distinctiveness is the culmination of a gradual and on-going historïcal, sociai and political evolution. The interaction of the predominantly French-speaking
population of Quebec and its English-speaking population coupled with its growing
cultural and linguistic diversity, define our society and are an integral part of its
specificity....[ therefore] We believe that the distinctiveness of Quebec society c m
and must be preserved without infringing the rights of its citizens. The Meech Lake
Accord must not serve as the bais for restricting the fundamental constitutional
rights of any Canadian.

'

In a similar vein, Alliance Quebec urged that section 33 of the Charter be repealed. Section 33 pennits Parliament or any provincial legislature to declare that legislation will operate "notwithstanding"the fundamental freedoms, legal rights, and equality
rights guaranteed by the Charter. The Alliance argued that by virtue of its inclusion, the
Constitution RN on a "weak and fundamentally flawed foundation.'" Pressing for the
removal of the legislative ovemde, the organisation drew the following conclusion:
We have lived with the Charter long enough to dispel any significant fears of judicial
imperialism. The state will always fïnd reasons why its actions should not be restrained by judicial review, but the best interest of the govemed must be the ultimate

yardstick against which a constitution is measured. individual rights, including legal
ri@, equaiity rights and the fundamental freedoms, cannot be tailored for the convenience of govements.

''

In the most recent constitutional exercise, the 1992 Charlottetown Accord, the inclusion of clauses recognising linguistic duality as well as support for official language
minorities helped to win the backing of Alliance Quebec. However, the fact that Alliance
Quebec supported Charlottetown and not the Meech Lake Accord does hide aa important
story. WhiIe the Charlottetown Accord did address a number of Alliance Quebec's concerns, the lack of support for Meech Lake sprang fiom other intervening and intensely
political factors. The most notable of these factors was the passage of Bill 178.
Regarded as a symbol of extremism, the passage of legislation forbidding the use of English on commercial signs enraged the English-speaking community and convinced Alli-

'

ance Quebec of the "unworthiness of the provincial ~iberals."' The amiosphere was further charged by the government of Quebec's decision to evoke the notwittzstanding clause
in response to the Supreme Court's niling that Bill 178 contravened the Canadian Charter.

Miance Quebec's opposition to the move was predictable. As John Trent notes, "the refi-ain was picked up across Canada to the detriment of the Meech Lake ~ccord."'~
Another of AUiance Quebec's objectives is to maintain its relationship with the
Fédération des francophones hors Quebec et la Société nationaie des Acadiens. In so
doing, Alliance Quebec has made a consciou effort not to over-emphasise the naturd

bond amongst English speakers throughout Ca&

As Michael Goldbloom has argued,

"a distinction must be drawn between the international strength of English and the relative fiagiiity of Quebec's English-speaking community. The Ianguage is not endangered,
but the community is."13 The experience of being a member of a linguistic minority in

North h e r i c a , he adds, is one that no other Engiish-speaking Canadian can share.I4
However, English-speaking Quebecers have begun to redise that many of the issues
which preoccupy French-speaking communities outside of Quebec are simiIar those
which concem their own. Still, the existence of French-speaking Canadians outside the
province of Quebec, while similar to that of Quebec's English-speaking population, is in
many ways more precarious. Even though the number of frsuicophones outside Quebec

has grown in recent years, as Table 4.1 iiiustrates, they, unlike the English of Quebec, are
not concentrated in any one province. In the absence of any spatial concentration, the
"backbone" of the French-speaking nation outside of Quebec, is its schools, its hospitafs
and its other community

institution^.'^

In the end, both iinguistic minorities have a

vested interest in maintaining control of their institutions, and have adopted a similar vision of a bilingual and united Canada. Perhaps even more so in the case of the Frenchspeaking minority. Len Macdonald, the current director of the National Issues Pro-

gramme explains:
For a lot of francophones in New Brunswick and Ontario there is no draw to going
into Quebec, there is no speciai deal about leaving there and coming here. Whereas
for Canadians who live in Quebec and are English-speaking the trend is out at least
for a period of time - because it's our Canada, and 1 don? th& that their belief
[hcophones outside of Quebec] that it is their Quebec is that strong [italics mine].
1 think that they probably better than anyone else redise that they have an immense
territory to choose h m if Canada remains whole. But if Canada doesnrt remain
whole there is going to be a generation that is really going to pay the price for the
loss, and that generation is going to be af!fected because second language development has no raison dletre if Quebec isn't in Canada. So it is a very dicey situation for
them therefore they are much more committed to seeing the situation improved by
whatever means it takes to keep Quebec in Confederation. 16

-

Alliance Quebec maintains regular contact with the FFHQ and the Société nationale des Acadiens through a variety of mechanisms. In addition to participating in

TABLE 4.1

Linguistic Cornrnunities in Canada by Home Language
1981-1991
(in thomunds)
change

% chg.

outside of Quebec:
Francophones
in Quebec:

TotaI:
outside of Quebec:
Anglophones
in Quebec:

Total:
outside of Quebec:
Allophones
in Quebec:
Total:
Francophones:
Canada
AngIophones
Allophones
Total:
Source: Department of the Secretary of State of Canada, Oficial Lunguuges Annual Report tu Parliament
1992 (Ottawa: Minister ofSuppIy and Services Canada), 1993) 17, adapted fiorn Table 1 1.2.

Pafiamentary hearings, one of the most visible areas for joint co-operation indudes representations before the courts. Over the years, AUiance Quebec has intervened a number
of times in support of the nghts of French-speaking communities outside of Quebec.
Some of the more notable of these interventions include the highIy publicised Manitoba
Language Reference (1985), and the case regarding the fiuiding of Roman Catholic
schools in Ontario (1987). However, support for court challenges conceming French
speakers outside of Quebec are assessed primarily in terms of their potentiai impact on
the legai rights of Quebec's English-speaking community." Al1 of which to Say, that Al-

liance Quebec will CO-operatewith the FFHQ and the Société nationale des Acadiens to
the extent that a common purpose cm be identified.
One of the current issues before both groups is the question of resurrecting the
Court Challenges Program. Designed to provide fiinancial support for cases involving
Ianguage rights protected under the constitution, the program first htroduced in 1978 and
later expanded with the advent of the Canadian Charter, was eliminated in 1992. The initiative to re-establish the Court Challenges program is stiU in its infancy, and as of yet no
decision has been made on what form it should take.
Somewhat related to Alliance Quebec's identification with h c o p h o n e s outside
of Quebec, is the organisation's support of multiculturalism. At k t , the notion of supporting a policy which attempts to recognise the diversity of Canadian society might appear to run counter to the Alliance's goal of promoting linguistic duality. However, the
Alliance has maintained that there is no contradiction in supporthg policies on Official
Languages and Multiculturalism; both, they argue, are mutuaily ~ u ~ ~ o r t i The
v e .idea
~ ~of
linguistic communities, as far as the Ailiance is concemed, "recognises that both com-

munities [English and French] are heterogeneous and multicultural in nature.... These two

policies pertah to different thlligs and yet, each reinforces and supports each ~ther."'~
Considering this objective, it appears that the Miance has sought to silence critics who
might have argued that the organisation is concerned only with the plight of the Englishspeaking minority in Quebec and not with Canadians whose ancestors, as Aian Ca-

has

noted, had not met on the Plains of ~braharn?'
The third objective is the Alliance's generai goai of disseminating information
conceming the organisation's national vision. To be pursued both within and outside
Quebec, this objective is in essence the sum of al1 the initiatives undertaken by Alliance
Quebec. As the organisation's biiingual name suggests, the Alliance hopes to promote

harmony between Quebec's French-speaking population and the Engiish-speaking
minority. By pursuing a number of specific objectives, several of which have been alluded to, the Alliance has attempted to increase the awareness of politicians, the media,

as well as the general public of an Anglophone comunity in a changing Quebec.

. .

.

.

Provznczal or ( h m m iOb~ectrves
~~
Although a number of goals have emerged over the years fiom various policy
conventions and generai meetings, a rather consistent trend is nonetheless discernible
among the Alliance's provincial objectives. These goals remain the primary objectives of
the organisation. We have identifid and wiii discuss three major areas, they are:
1. Control and management of institutions
2. Reform of signs legislation

3. Widened access to English education

Control over English institutions has always preoccupied the English-rights
movement. From the time of Participation Quebec and Positive Action, to the forming of
Alliance Quebec, there has been a desire to ensure the continueci vitality of the many institutions and services established by the Engiish comrnunity. As the Aiiiance's own
background information would suggest:
Over the years the English-speaking community has built an impressive m y of institutions - hospitals, social service agencies, schools, libraries, universities, which
not only serve our community but contribute to the Iarger Quebec and Canadian socieîy. Aithough many of these institutions are now part of the public or para-public
sector in Quebec, the community continues to feel a strong sense of comection and
cornmitment rooted in the history of pnvate initiative and community CO-operation
which built and maintained them. The community also recognises that these institutions remain essential to its abiIity to care for its individual members and to define
and promote its unique identity. 21
With the onset of the Quiet Revolution came the fear that English institutions
would be threatened. In the past, as James Pasternak has noted, "as long as the English
could tum to their hospitals, schools and imiversities, there was Iittle need to be con-

cerned with French-Canadian nationdimi and the Mder provincial political ~ u l t u r e . ' ~
The election of the Parti Québécois in 1976 effectively ended the English community's
relative indifference. One of the first objectives of the newly elected govemment was to
implement language legislation through the passage of the Charter of the French Language, otherwise known as Bill 101. When AUiance Quebec came to the forefiont of the

English-rights movement in 1982, the focus among English-speaking Quebecers re-

mained Bill 10 1. The Alliance challenged a number of Bill 101's provisions, in particuiar
the clause whereby al1 employees of English institutions would be required to fûnction in

French. The Alliance argued that while individuds should be able to receive services in
French fiom English institutions, it was unreasonabIe to require that every member of

such an institution be able to fundion fidly in French. AUiance Quebec's objection was
based on the long-standing belief that in order to be effective EngIish institutions had to
reflect the community which it served. If local institutions were the key to the English
community's survivd, as the Alliance was quick to argue, then they should be controlled
by and be representative of the wider English-speaking population.
Alliance Quebec was eventually able in 1984 to persuade the provincial govem-

ment to amend Bill 101 so that the responsibility to provide bilingual services fell to the
institution and not to the individual employees. Along with this victory, the Alliance was
further successfûi in challenging provincial legislation making French the sole language
of communication among English institutions. Accordhg to Bill 101 as it was passed in
1977, employees within an institution whether they were English speakers or not, had to
use French in their written correspondence with each other. In a letter to the Premier of
Quebec in 1982, the President of Alliance Quebec Eric Maldoff commented on the absurdity of such a situation. He argued that for English institutions "it is destructive of

their character and contrary to good sense, and blatantiy violates the spirit of the resolution of the Parti Québécois favouring the maintenance of Engüsh institutions.'"

As a

result of pressure fiom Ailiance Quebec and the English community, the provincial government under the PQ amended Bill 101 in 1983 allowing institutions to use both the official language [French] and another language in their names, their intemal communication and theu communications with each other. Both amendments to Bill 101 are widely
considered to be one of the Alliance's biggest achievements, and continue to be a point of
reference for French speakers outside the province of Quebec who point to the number of
separate institutions and the level of conîrol exercised by the English minority.

In addition to the Alliance's efforts with respect to the control and management of
its institutions,the organisation has widened its objectives to work towards ensuring legislative guarantees for services in English. The Alliance &as k e n most active in this regard with respect to health and social services. Working through Alliance Quebec's

Health and Social SeMces Programme, the organisation has attempted to ensure implementation of Bi11 142 which guarantees English language health and social services.
The second generai objective, reform of legislation governing commercial signs,
continues to be one of the most passionately contested issues within Quebec society.
With Bi11 101, the Parti Québécois effectively changed the visage linguistique in Quebec
by prohibithg the use of any language other than French on commercial signs. The response fiom Quebec's English-speaking cornmunity was predictable. While many EngIish Quebecers had resigned themselves to accept the changing face of Quebec society,
the prohibition of English on commercial signs ranked for them as a violation of their
civil rights. Many English speakers felt that the Iegislation was not only a violation of
fieedom of expression as guaranteed under the Canadian Charter, but a denial of the English presence in Quebec and their contribution to Quebec society. What follows is a bnef
synopsis of the events.

In 1984, Alliance Quebec mounted a chalienge to sec. 58 of Bill 101 on behalf of
several Quebec merchants, the most weii known of which was Brown's Shoe Store.

Unlike an earlier case brought before the courts involving a merchant who wanted to
maintain unilingual English signs (Allan Singer), the Alliance dong with the English
merchants objected to the provision making French the only language permissible on
commercial signs. Lawyers for the merchants argued that the procedures used by the

Quebec legislature to ovemde the Canadian Charter were ineffective?

In December of

1984, the Quebec Supenor Court declared sec. 58 of The Charter of the French Language

as contrary to the Quebec Charter of Rights and Freedoms. The Quebec government subsequently appealed the decision and in December 1986, the Quebec Court of Appeal delivered a unanimous verdict, upholding the lower courts decision. The Quebec govemment then took leave to appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada. The Supreme Court reIeased its verdict on December 15, 1988. At the same time the court issued its verdict in
the Singer case. In both decisions only one opinion was presented. The general thnist of
the verdict was that while it was legitimate to require the use of French on al1 commercial

signs, it was a contravention of the fieedom of expression provisions of both the Quebec
and Canadian Charter to forbid the use of other languages in conjunction with French.
The court argued that, "Language is so intimately related to the form and content of ex-

pression that there cannot be true fieedom of expression if one is prohibited fiom using
the language of one's ~hoice.''~

In retrospect, the Court's decision appeared to present a way out for the Quebec

govenunent under Robert Bourassa. If Bill 101 were to be amended so as to provide for
the predominant but not exclusive use of French on commercial signs, such a provision
would more than likely be found by the Court to be permissible under both the Quebec
and Canadian

However, the Quebec govemment chose to invoke the notwith-

standing clause of the Charter to maintain the unilingual signs provision of Bill 101.
Under new language legislation Bill 178, English and other languages would be allowed
only indoors, and only if the indoor signs could not be easily read fiom the outside. But
with regard to chah stores and h c h i s e outlets, only French would be allowed, even on

the inside. Accordirig to Alliance Quebec, %is decision continues to be viewed by English-speaking Quebecers as a profoundly negative symbol of our nonacceptance as recognised and legitimate pariners in Quebec society..'"

The Ailiance has consistently ad-

vocated the right to post bilingud signs, rnaintaining that by restricting one language one
does not advance the other.

In May of 1993 the government of Quebec decided to lift its ban on bilingual
signs by introducing new legislation in the National Assembly. It is somewhat unclear
why the goveniment decided to Ml the ban sixteen years d e r the initial law went into
place, but it appears that the Liberal goveniment, d e r testing public opinion, concluded
that there was broad support for the initiative. It remains to be seen what action if any the
governinent of the Parti Québécois will take on this subject.

The Alliance's traditionaI position on access to English schools has been to maintain that al1 English-speaking people should have the right to attend. The rationale for increased access has remainecl the same for the better part of the past twenty years; to redress the decline in the English-speaking population. More recently, the organisation
suggested that one of the ways to increase enrolment in English schools, was to aliow
section 23(l)a of the Canadian Charter of Rights (the mother tongue clause) to be issued
into force. The clause guarantees Canadian citizens the right to have their children receive "prirnary and secondary school instruction" in either French or English in any
province, if their %st

language learned and still understood is that of the English of

French linguistic minority population of the province in which they reside."'

However,

the application of the mother tongue clause was delayed by inserting a provision which
held up the application until the time that the National Assembly in Quebec ratified it.

Along with the movement to increase access to English-language schools, the Alliance has been very active in pursuing the realignment of school boards dong linguistic
lines. In June of 1993, the Suprerne Court upheld portions of Quebec's education law

(Biil 107) which allows the province to replace most denominational school boards with
linguistic school boards by 1996. Pre-Codederation school boards (there are four of
them in Quebec), may continue to exist as guaranteed by the Constitution. But only parents who declare themselves Protestant or Catholic can register their children in a denominational school board. Members of other religious communities must attend schools
in the new linguistic boards or send their children to pnvate institutions.
The objectives discussed in this chapter represent much of the Ailiame's work
over the past thirteen years. Although there are a number of other concerns which no
doubt are considered by Alliance Quebec to be of great signincance, the focus has been

on objectives which are considered to be the most contentious and have received the
highest profile. All of the issues stem fiom the Alliance's core philosophy which advo-

cates a greater role for English speakers within Quebec society.

C ' T E RV

THE ALLL4NCE AND ITS POLITICAL A U E S :
FROM BILL 178 TO BlZt 86
From the point of view of language policy, Quebec is an interesting case. Even
former Premier of Quebec, Robert Bourassa, appeared to have agreed when he noted in
1986 that nowhere in the fiee world is there a country where a minority is prohibited fiom
using its own language on its signs.' The practice of legislating language, however, is not
reserved to Quebec, or for that matter to Canada. What is relatively unique among goveniments of multilingual societies, is Quebec's regdation of the English language in the
private domain? Bill 101, as adopted in 1977, forbid the use of any language other than
French on most commercial signs. Its replacement by Bi11 178 in 1989, in the wake of the
Supreme Court's decision that it violated the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, only
served to intense the language debate. Bill 178, as RonaId Rudin notes:
was seen by many French speakers concerned with the survival of their language in

the midst of the North Arnerican sea of English speakers, as a retreat fiom the principles of Bill 101... Bill 178, they claimed, was unsatisfactory since it allowed the
use of English signs within most establishments as long as French signs were
"markedly predominant." By contrast, most English speakers saw Bill 178 as insulting because of the so-called "inside-outsidey' formula. Since only French signs were
pennitted outside with the possibility of English signs inside, it seemed that English
was acceptable as long as it was not visible to the public.

'

Although members of both linguistic communities were deeply angered by Bill
178, the sense of betrayd ran no deeper than in the Anglophone community which had
supported the Quebec Liberal Party in the 1985 election on the promise of restoring bi-
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lingual signs. Their respoIlSe in the next provincial election was to vote overwhelmingly

for candidates of the newly formed Equality Party which had campaigned, among other
things, on reversing Bill 178. As for Alliance Quebec, which had supported the LiberaIs

in the past, the group broke with tradition and actively encouraged English-speaking
Quebecers to vote for the Equality Party. The Alliance's position on the subject was
clear. The Liberal's had demonstrated their unwillingness to defend the interests of the
AngIophone community which prompted the organisation to search for new d i e s among
groups it could work with to have Bill 178 removed. The questions which remained in

-

the fa of 1989 were who the Alliance would enlist in their cause to restore bilingual
signs and whetber the Anglophone community would continue to support them.

If recent history had taught Alliance Quebec anything, it was that they codd not
count on the Parti Québécois to support them in their drive to have Bili 178 overturned.
Clearly the party which had so steadfastly opposed a return to bilingual signs and who
considered Bill 178 to have violated the spint of Bill 101, were not about to work towards
having the legislation m e r diluted. As far as the P.Q. was concemed, uniLin&

signs

were necessary to maintain the "French face" of Quebec and an integral part of the process aimed at improving the status of the French language and culture. Responding to
criticism that BiH 178 violated the rights of English-speaking Quebecers, the Parti Québécois has prefmed to make the case that Quebec had better protected the rights of Anglophones than Canada had of Francophones outside ~uebec.' Yet for English-speakkg
Quebecers, and the Alliance in particular, this was the least important reason for suggest-

ing that anyone's fundamentai rights should be infringed. Nevertheless, the Miance
opted to maintain a dialogue with the P.Q., even if this meant the two sides wouid never
come to an agreement on Bill 178. It would be politicaily unwise for them to proceed
differently, knowing that the P.Q. might retum to power. A brief account of the Ailiance's dealings with the P.Q. during the 1980s reveals the organisation's strategy.
The re-election of the Parti Québécois in 1981 helped

CO&

for Anglophone

Quebecers that the PQ, in the words of Eric Maldo& "was not a four year aberrationn5
Although the Alliance understood it codd not count on the P.Q. to volunteer changes to
its language policies, the absence of any direct representation for Angiophones in the
govemment appeared to offer the organisation a unique opportunity to press for changes
to Bill 101. In short, the Alliance felt the Parti Québécois would be likely to consdt the
organisation on matters affecting the EngIish community. Reflecting on the era, Len
Macdonald of Alliance Quebec made the folIowing observations:
the ironic thing is that when the P.Q. was in power it was the beiief of those people
who were at Aiiiance Quebec at the time that they could get a lot more out of them
than the Liberals, because the P.Q. wouid never be charged as being soft on the English if they gave in on some matter, and it would always be politicaily wise for them
to show the best generosity they could, more so than the Liberals who had to fight a
lot of other polarities within Quebec society... So when we said to the P.Q. 'Vou
know orange is reaiiy a chartreuse [sic], and chartreuse in the sky it is a very dangerous situation, so you better watch because the storm clou& are coming." Then the
P.Q.would say when they got to cabinet, "weli we know chartreuse is a very dangerous colour, so lets change the colour..." They would go out of their way to do things
because they had absolutely no other feedback. ci
Proof that the Alliance had estabiished a healthy dialogue with the P.Q.came in

March of 1983, when amendments to Biil 101 permitted English institutions to use EngIish in their communications. In effect, the Parti Québécois had demonstrated that it was
not afraid to "toucher à la loi 101."' The key for the Aiiiance was to translate this early
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success into fiirther movement on the issue of the unilingual signs provisions of Bill 101.
The Alliance h e w that in order to accomplish this they would have to continue to lobby
intensely within the govemment and through the media The aim of this approach was to
encourage people to take notice that there was a broad based organisation behind the Alliance's initiative, so the Alliance wodd not be dismissable, a s Len Macdonald ad&,
simply because it's just those guys in the office, but a real community organisatiod
However, it was inevitable that at some point the Alliance would arrive at the
conclusion that no M e r progress couid be made on the language of commercial signs as
long as the P.Q. was in power. There were oniy so many concessions the sovereignist
government was likely to make on Bill 101. This did not imply that the Alliance would
forego opportunities to press for M e r changes, oniy that one had to be reaiistic about
one's chances of success.
Throughout the Parti Québécois' second mandate the leadership of the Ailiance
made no secret of its desire to see the Liberals back in power. M e r dl, through three
successive election campaigns beginning in 1976 the Liberals had adopted policies which
opposed the prohibition of languages other than ~rench? The Anglophone community
was therefore reassured that with a Liberal victory in the next provincial election the issue
of commercial signs wodd be settied once and for aii. The scene was set when in the
spring of 1985 the Liberals under Robert Bourassa were returned to power.

Although the Liberal Party is intimately connected with the language debate
through the passage of Bill 22 in 1974, it was nonetheless the party of choice for most

English speakers throughout the 1970s and mid 1980s. In facf throughout this period the
Liberd opposition was widely viewed as the party of the ~n~lish.""ConWiced that the
association had contributed to their defeaî, the partyts top executives were committed to
changing the Liberal's image in tirne for the next election. As a consequeme, the Liberals
set out to adopt a more c'pro-nationalist" stance under the leadership of Robert Bourassa.
By 1985, this new direction had signincantly influenced the traditional role exercised by
the English community within the party. Quoted here at length, Reed Scowen contends:

In the 1981 vote the Liberals won forty-two seats, thirty of them in constituencies
with a strong non-French component. Mer the 1985 election, there were still thirty
"English" Liberd ridings, but out of 99. The influence of the English commun@ in
the power structure of the party and the govemment was reduced ovemight by half.
As a result, the Liberal party changed profoundly after the December 1985 election. The promises and the rhetoric that had assured the tramfer of fifty-seven additional counties to the Liberal side and made the election victory possible had not
dwelt on the role of the English in Quebec. The new members had defeated their
Parti Québécois opponents, in part, by assuring the voters that they were not ''the
party of the English." Now in power, they were determined to make this assurance a
reaiity.
The leadership of the party and the govemment was extremely sensitive to this
new nationalist element. For one thing, it was evident that the only political threat to
the govemment was the Parti Québkcois. Consequently there was every reason to
adopt a political stance that would ensure that only those unequivocally committed to
independence wodd find it necessary to vote for the opposition party. The Liberal
party decided to make certain that dl French Canadian nationalists could feel at
home within its ranks. To achieve this the English-speaking wing of the party was to
be asked to make, in the words of the premier, an enormous concession. .11
Aithough the govemment clearly intended to broaden its appeal among Fran-

cophone voters it did not abandon plans to pass new legislation pennitting bilingual
signs. However, before making good on its promise the govemment opted to wait for the
Quebec Court of Appeal's ruling on the constitutiodity of the unihgual signs provisions of Bill 101, launched by the P.Q. two years earlier. The Liberals hoped the courts
would settle what had proved for them to be a highly divisive issue. Alliance Quebec
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was not particdarly troubled with the government's decision, as far as they were concemed the issue of bilingual signs had been resolved. The govemment continueci to reinforce this assumption by speaking publicly on the subject and by r e f h g to opinion
p l l s showing the population's support for biiingual signs.12 Accordhg to Scowen, the
Premier even hinted that regdations might be changed to allow bilingual signs without
modifying the Charter of the French L,anguage.13

The general mood of optimism withh the Anglophone cornmunity quickly
changed to disbelief in December of 1986. The Quebec Court of Appeal as had been expected handed down its verdict declaring the sign law invalid. Yet the govemment in a
move which took most Quebecers by surprise decided to appeal the verdict once again,
this time to the Supreme Court. The govemment's position couid no longer be explained
by a desire to seek direction fiom the courts. It appeared they had joined the inmeasingly
vocal opposition to bilingual signs which included the P.Q.,the Société Saint-Jean Baptiste and the Mouvement Québec fiançais.
The majority of Anglophones were outraged by the govemment's decision. In the
two years which preceded the Supreme Court's ruling English-speaking members of the
Bourassa cabinet had been committed to changing the min& of their colleagues. The
premier understood that he risked losing at least two of his English ministers if he went
ahead with plans to maintain unilingual signs. In spite of this the government had made a
clear decision and was resigned to it. As a result, when the Supreme Court declared the
sign law illegai, the govemment's response was not unexpected. Four days later Premier
Bourassa invoked section 33 of the constitution, and introduced Bill 178 before the
National Assembly as the solution to restoring the "social peace" in Quebec.
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Recognising that the govemment's decision to pass Biii 178 was politicaily rnotivated, members of the English co~fllllunitywere nonetheless resigned to view it as a blatant affront against individuai rights. Joan Fraser of The Gazette perhaps said it best
when she claimed that the Ianguage of signs, "may not be the biggest thing in most people's day-to-day lives, but it is important on a symbolic level.""

For English-speaking

members of the Liberal government the legislation had gone too far. Herbert Marx, Clifford Lincoln and Richard French, aI1 key members of the Bourassa cabinet resigned in
protest. In his resignation speech Cüf5ord Lincoln noted, "In my belief rights are rights
are rights. There is no such thing as inside rights and outside rights.... There are no partial rights.... Rights are links in a chah of fundamental values that bind al1 individuals in
the society; they must be indienable, just and fair.'"'
The fallout h m Bill 178 was also felt at Alliance Quebec. The Alliance had

spent the pst five years convincing the Anglophone community that the Liberal party
offered the best hope of regaining their rights that had been taken away by the P.Q. in
1977. The organisation had now been t h . into the unenviable position of having to
justm why it had backed the Liberal agenda in 1985. A record of the Alliance's actions

reveals where their strategy went wrong.
To bring about a reversal of the unilingual signs provisions of Bill 101, the or-

ganisation had opted to work on two fionts. The first, was to have elected members of
the English community work to bring about change fiom within. While this was not
possible during the P.Q.'s mandate, it became a reality when the Liberals claimed power
in 1985. The Miance had developed a close relationship with the English-speaking

members of the Bourassa government. The three English-speaking MNAs who later re-

signed h m the government were al1 high profile members of the English community.
However, the co-operation amongst English-speaking members in the govenunent with
the Alliance, some of whom had been former Alliance Quebec members themselves, has
not been a completely satisfactory one. According to Len Macdonald this is natural, because as he notes:
People who are hired to do policy or people who have decided to do policy at a level
of political party affiliation tend to have a whole lot of other things on their min&
beside the AUiance's issues. But having said that, of course its not bad that people
who did work for Alliance Quebec are now at a hi& level, because it gives us
peopIe that we have good access to and can be informai with and say, "We really
need this", or '9 am just talking to you for the sake of talking to y o y don? take me
too seriousIy." ... "1 may be able to understand why you can't do anything for me, but
1 am telling you ifs still important and if you get the chance or do see an opening, or
you can change the policy, or you do see your minister, or the premier is waiking by
your desk, dmp the fact that we called and that we expressed great indignation and
anger that you weren't king helpful." ...Because we only see the "big guys" formally
we do not see them idormdy, so everyone is on their guard. But if you really want
to get your message through you want to get it through on an infonnal channel; to the
assistants and the non-luminaries as it were, who do not have the spotlight, and we
c m at least be assured chat we'll get a phone cal1 back. l6
The second and more visible role for the Alliance was to lobby the govenunent
directly through briefs and presentations. In February of 1988, ten months before the
goveniment's action to invoke the notwithstanding clause, the AUiance presented a discussion paper on the future of the Anglophone community before the Liberal party's annual convention. The Supreme Court had yet to deliver its verdict on the legality of the
unilingual signs provision of Biil 101. However the AIliance was aware that the Liberal

government was c o n s i d e ~ gits alternatives in the wake of a judgement striking down the
law. The Alliance made the following observation: A number of cabinet ministers have
gone so far as to state that Quebec will consider ovemding fundamenta1 rights to exempt
the signs provisions of Bill 101... The use of this clause by tbe Govenunent of Quebec
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would be contrary to both the Liberai Party's 1985 electoral programme and to the liberal
values referred to in this convention's policy document. It was cIear the Alfiance new
what to expect if the Supreme Court niling stnick down the Iaw. Still, when what seemed
to be ioevitable actually occurred, the reaction h m Alliance Quebec was no Iess animated. In a statement issued the day after the govemmentts action, the Alliance opedy

asserted that the govemment was without principle, without the courage to do what was
right, and without the quality and integrity of leadership to command respect1'

In retrospect it seems that the AUiance underestimated the fundamental principle
upon which party politics is based, namely retaining power. Although polls had s h o w a
majority of Quebecers in favour of bfigual signs, the same polis showed most Francophones did not waut Bill 101 c h g e d . Commenting on how he arrived at Bill 178,
Premier Bourassa argued, You're premier of Quebec and you have two polls, one saying
don't touch BilI 101, another poil saying we agree with bilingud signs. What do you do
with that? You corne up with insideiiutside.

18

Faced then with the dilemma of which

community to aiieaate the Liberais chose Anglophones. Without the benefit of hindsight
it is difficult to fault the Alliance for siding with a party which had repeatedly promised

to restore bi1ingw.i signs. in the end, as BilI 178 demonstrated, the amount of influence
the Alliance was able to bring to bear on the goveniment was directly proportionai to the
size and iafluence of a declining AngIophone population.
Auother interpretation of the Anglophone comunity's response to the signs debate is offered by Mordecai Richler. According to the author a former Quebec civil servant (who requested anonymity), cIaimed that "les Anglais had only themselves to bIame"

for Bi11 178." He went on to note: "From the very introduction of Bill 101... they sur-
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prised us by king timorous beyond beiief. When Eaton's, Ogiivy's and Steinberg's and
the rest were asked to shed thei. apostrophes, why didn't they just stand together, denounce the law as lunatic, and refux to comply?"20 The implication of the remark and
others like it were not lost on the Alliance. Vowing to fight the legidation, the organisation, in Richier's words, began ''talking tou&"'

In response to nunours that people

were about to take to the streets in protest, the Alliance's president Royal Orr stated: "I'm
not convinced that... civil disobedience is the answerybut i'm not going to condemn anybody who takes that route.ya
There was also a price to pay for Bi11 178 within Alliance Quebec. Royal Orr,
president of the organisation, resigned within weeks of the legislation's passage. It appears that rather than being forced out Orr had decided to step down in order that the
Anglophone community could be convinced of the group's cornmitment to tuni over a
new leafin the post-Bi11 178 era
Things appeared to go fiom bad to worse for the Alliance and its ex-president. At
the end of December 1988, shortly before the new year, the Alliance's head office in
Montreal was severely damaged by flire. To d

e matters worse the Journal de Montreal

ran a headline several weeks later quoting an anonyrnous source saying Royal Orr had set
the f i e himseff. Orr was quick to denounce the story but the allegation nevertheless
served to damage the reputation of an organisation still reeling fiom Biii 178.

A New Dh-ecfion:The Egu&

Par&

With Biii 178 the Anglophone community entered a new era. Disillusioned with
the Liberais, the community began to consider its options with news tbat Premier
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Bourassa ,riding high in the poils, had called an election for the f d of 1989. U&e

in

1976 when Anglophones registered their ibtmtions with the Liberals by voting for the
Union Nationale, there was no alternative this time to the governing party but the Parti

Québécois, which for obvious reasons remained unacceptable. Sensing the void which
had been created by the Liberals face h m grace, a new party designed as the vehide for
Anglophone disenchantment was created. The Equaiity Party with its cornmitment to
English rights and unwavering support of the federalist system, started out as a relatively
novel experiment in Quebec politics. At no other time in Quebec history had a party
emerged to be

ii

"watch-dog" for English rights. Running in only nineteen of the fifty

ridings the party still met great success as four of its candidates were eIected, al1 in hi&
profile Anglophone ridings. The Equality Party's accomplishment was evidence of the
Iow esteem field for the Liberals by the Anglophone community. However, the key to
their good fortune was their ability to convince English Quebecers that they represented a
credible choice in the election.

The significance of the Equality Party's rise to prominence increased when Alliance Quebec which broke with tradition and actively encouraged Anglophones to vote for
the new party instead of the Liberals. This time it was the Liberals who felt betrayed.
According to Russell Copeman, former Alliance Quebec member and Liberal M.N.A. in
the west-end Montreal riding of Notre Dame de Grace, politicians tend to remember
things like that, particularly Anglophone Liberals who felt betrayed by the AiLiance's ac-

tions and who barboured a longer grudge than evm the govemment in geaeral.

While

Equality's showing was the story of the election, the Liberal's were easily retumed to
power wiîh a majority. Support for EquaIity candidates might have reveaied the frustra-
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tion among Quebec's AngIophone electorate, but the results of the election confirmed that
the Liberals could win without the support of the English comrnunity.
With the advent of the Equality Party, the Alliance shifled on the politicai specinun. E q d t y ' s tone and approach to deaiing with the govemment were more radical

that the Miance's which helped to re-establish their credibility, particularly amongst the
French majority. "We always knew in the f i a n c e that we did not represent the extreme
in the English community," relates Russeil Copeman, "1don't think that the Francophone

community clearly understood that until 1 9 8 9 . ~
The
~ Alliance was now viewed, even
more so than in the past, as a moderate voice that could speak with a certain degree of
authority on a full range of issues. Where the Equality f arty would vigorously pursue the
government on issues such as Bill 178,demanding immediate changes to dlow bilingual
si-,

the Alliance understood that change would not corne about overnight. However,

for the Anglophone community as a whole the two groups complemented each other. For
the first time their were two prominent voices who spoke consistently about a common
issue. Although they occasionally different on tactics, it served the English-rights cause
well to have a moderate and more radical voice speaking at the same tirne. The Alliance
were aware they would benefit fiom this kind of situation. In the face of a more radical
protest Party, they knew they wouid bewme the likely candidate to re-establish dialogue
with the Liberals and to work on a solution to Bill 178. This is exactly what happened.
The govemment's decision in the winter of 1993 to pass legislation ailowing bilingual signs was widely viewed as a victory for Alliance Quebec and the English community. The Alliance had worked behind the scenes since the 1989 election to convince
the govenvnent to do away with Bill 178. Lise Bissonnette, editor of the influentid
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newspaper Le Devoir,reçognised that the Liberal's move will go down in history as a victory for a lobby group.= Yet how much credit can the Aiiiance really take for the passage of Bit1 86? There have been dLfferingopinions as to how instnunental the Alliance
was in bringing about a reversal in government policy. A number of individuals, including members of the Liberal govenunent, view Biil 86 as a response to the negative image

generated intemationally by Bill 178. According to RusseIl Copeman, senior members
of the Liberal government were very embarrassed by Biil 178, and it was really just a
question of time before that level of embarrassrnent heightened and the measure was finally seen in the proper ~ight.'~ Others suggest that the Alliance was at least partially re-

sponsible for Bill 86. The constant prodding and relentless pursuit of the issue, both
within and outside the courts helped keep the question of bilinguaI signs in the spotlight.

However, the tnith, as Len Macdonald admits, is that the Alliance can not take credit for
very much, we can point out the positive aspects of it, but if we ever said we convinced
the government the thing would be tom down imrnediately. 27
Among the highlights of the amendment to Bill 101 which the new kgislation
brings into force: It allows bilingual signs in al1 commercial establishments regardless of
size as long as French remains predominant; billboards and others signs not on business
premises mut remain French-ody; museums and government-run tourist establishments
can post bilingual signs; highway signs must remain French-ody except when a good
pictogram is not available; with a few exceptions, children of English-speaking immi-

grants must still attend French schools; municipalities with biIinguaI status will remain
that way, unless they request otherwise. Previously, status was withdrawn once the Eng-

lish-speaking population of a municipaiity fell below 50%.

Alliance Quebec stressed the following points in its response to the govemment's
action. While the organisation commended the govemment's effort to refom legislation
which the English community has always viewed as detrimental to its continued vitality,
they pressed for greater movement on the issue of access to English schools as well as a
complete reversal of the ban on commercial si=.

Speaking before a parliamentary

commission overseeing the changes imposed by Bill 86, Robert Keaton, then president of

En matière d'afnchage, la position d'Alliance Québec a consistd toujours B retrouver
le droit fondamental d'affichage dans notre langue. Nous ne demandons pas un bilinguisme obligatoire. Certains manipdateurs de l'opinion publique tentent d'amener
les Québécois d'expression fiançaise à croire cela en utilisant l'expression trompeuse
de <<bilinguisme inté@>>. Nous voulons simplement que l'interdiction d'afficher
dans notre languge soit levée. Cette interdiction dure depuis 16 ans. Cette interdction contreveint, comme vous l'avez écouté... a la Charte québécoise des droits
et libertés de la personne; cette interdiction contrevient a la Charte canadienne des
droits et libertés; cette interdiction s'oppose au jugement unanime de la Cour supérieure du Québec, de la Cour d'appel du Québec et de la Cour supréme du Canada.
Et dernièrement, nous avons appris que cette interdiction contrevient à la Déclaration
universelle des droits de la personne des Nations unies. Toutes ces sagesses doivent
être considérées comme beaucoup plus valides que les opinions extrêmes des certains
individus au Québec. 28

In politics sometimes it is appearance that matters more than reality. Whether the
Alliance was instrumental in helping bring about Bill 86, or not, is difficult to determine.
What one is able to discem, however, is that Bill 86 has become a vindication of sorts for
the organisation. While Bill 178 is still a lasting memory for many within Alliance Quebec, it is now merely that, a memory. In retrospect, what is certain is that Bill 86 would
not have been necessary if Bill 178 had not been passed. Beyond that there is a question

of a continuhg dynamic and evolution of politics. In other words, a government c m pass
a very tight budget if the timing is right and the people are not suffering too badly that
they would literally rebel against it. It is the timing that has to be precise, and the best
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gaugers of tjming are not aiways the people in government, sometimes they are the people outside, because govemment's have a tendency to become insulated fiom reaiity. The
object therefore, is to try and make the reality heard at the highesî levels ofien enough
that you become credible. With Bill 86, Len Macdonald concludes, '9 think we [the Alliance] did the right tiiing, and we don't have any second question about that. We think we
pushed the govemment hard enough, fa enough, and fast enough.'"

CONCLUSION
The object of this thesis has been to chronicle the growth of Alliance Quebec and
to consider the organisation's response to some of the more pressing issues faced by the
EngIish community over the past twelve years. While English Quebecers have endured a
number of changes tbroughout their collective history, the establishment of Alliance
Quebec symboiised the beginning of a new era. This latest phase was apparent by the
attitudinal shifi among the English-speaking population and their political mobilisation
reflected in the birth of a new organisation c o d t t e d to English rights.

In a period of only twenty years, culminating with the birth of AUiance Quebec in
1982, English Quebecers had undergone a significant transformation in their self-perception. From a community which until the 1960s considered itself to be the majority group,
to the realisation in the wake of the Quiet Revolution that they were actually a minority,

the English-speaking population was left with little alternative but to redefine its self-image. The redefinition of this self-image required the chauging of attitudes in order to
make Engiish speakers more wiliing to participate in the politics of a province increasingly govemed, according to Michael Stein, "by a more nationalistic elite".' The ability
of Alliance Quebec to channel the community's resources and frustration into an effective
and unified voice is what set it apart fiom earlier groups within the English-rights lobby.
Wiui an end to the ban on commercial signs in the f o m of Bill 86, the future of
Alliance Quebec has become a serious issue of contention within the English-speaking

commimity. Similariy, the Equality Party poor showing in the most recent provincial
election in which the Parti Quebecois was retunied to power, bas generated speculation

about how the AUiance wiiI deal with the new govemment. Leading the speculation
about the Alliance's future prospects has been the Engiish media. The interest in the demise of the Equaiity Party stems from the fact that the f i a n c e wiii be the sole voice for

the English-speaking commrmity. The question k i n g posed as a result is whether the

Alliance '%bas what it takes" to deal with a governent committed to the independence of
Quebec? Furthemore, is it possible for a lobby group that has in the past worked with
the federal govemment on issues such as the Charlottetown accord, capable of entering
into constructive negotiations with the PQ on issues relating to the English-speaking
community? As Montreal Gazette columnist Ed Bantley has added, "[does] the fact that
Alliance sees the PQ as public enemy No.1 of the English-speaking community, render
fallacious the c l a b it's non-partisan"?
The Alliance's strategy has always been progressive in advocating the primacy of

the French language in Quebec and by promoting the rapprochement of the two language
groups. However, sceptics of the Alliance's ability to deal with a PQ govenunent have
accurately brought to light one of the long-standing criticisrns of the organisation. How

can the AUiance hope to convince French-speaking Quebecers that the English commu-

nity is serious about leamhg French and integrating in a French-speaking society when it
continues to be largely financed by the federal government? It is clear that the Alliance
bas done a tremendous amount of work promoting harmony between the French-speaking

majority and the English-speaking minority. Yet its credibility continues to be underrnined by its financial dependence on the federal treasury. One of the possible altema-

tives would be to seek greater funding from the provincial govemment through the Ministry of Culturai Communities and Immigration. It is not outside the realm of possibility

that the Alliance could secure -ter

funding h m the new government. It the past, as

Lym Herzeg relates, it has been in the interest of the PQ to "sustain the AUiance because

its existence fits that govemment's official perception of Anglophones as an ethnic minority like any othery'.' This is, howeva, the problem for the Miance, because Englishspeaking Quebecers do not consider themselves an etbnic minority like any other, but a
heterogeneous ethno-linguistic minority. The distinction is important, for in Quebec the
English are indigenous people, or at Ieast as indigenous as the French.
The biggest conceni for Alliance Quebec in relation to its funcihg does not in-

volve the issue of its impartiality. The Alliance it seems, is more interested about the
immediate effects of federal budget cuts which have already had an impact on the organisation and are likely to continue in the foreseeable future. Federal funding for the Alliance, approximately $1.2 million for the fiscal year ending 1994, w i U be reduced again in
the years to come to a total of 20% by 1996.5 The Aliiance has already begun to consider
other avenues to make up for the drop in federal fùnding, which include the soliciting of
corporate donors. As welI, the commissioning of an independent review of its fimd-raising activities was clearly a good investment in the Aliiance's future. Without question the
hancial support of pnvate interests would be a new way of operating for the Alliance.
As the Alliance contends, "ifs a new way of doing business, and it's one that the Alliance
can adapt to. Our future will depend on it....
Criticism of the AlIiance as was noted in Chpter N is not limited to financial
questions, but concerns the quality and credibility of the Alliance's leadership. Charges

that the Alliance has become a farm team or training ground for the provincial Liberal
party have plagued the organisation for quite some t h e and appear to have received
greater support with Robert Keaton's

nui, albeit

unsuccessfuI, for the Liberal nomination

in the Montreal riding of N.D.G. While it is not uncornmon for people who have worked
in volunteer associations to move on or fUrther their career in party politics, the pattern of

movement for the AUiance's leadership to the Quebec LiberaI Party has become almost
predictable. Other than the obvious fact that this trend couid harm the Alliance's credibility as a supposedly independent and non-partisan organisation, Robert Keaton's decision
to seek the Liberal nomination lefi the Alliance open to allegations îhat it was not an effective advocate for English rights because members of the leadership were seeking jobs
in the Liberal goveniment.' Ecwever difficult this accusation is to prove, îhe fact that it
cannot be dismissed out of hand continues to undennine the Ailiance's credibility.
Another issue for the Alliance to consider, and one which the organisation's new
president has brought to light, is the need for the Alliance broaden its membership to include other cultural groups. It is time, as MichaeI Hamelin notes, for the Alliance to
"shed its image as an Anglo-saxon bastion and open up to other cultural comrnunitie~".~
The claim that the Alliance is in the han& of an English dite of predominantly British
origin is not a new one. Since its inception the Alfiance has had to defend itself from
criticism that it is an organisation designed for and controlled by a Westmount eIite.
There is a great deal of truth to this according to Graeme Decarie. The power structure of

the Alliance in recent years may have o d y moved fiom Westmount to the West I~land.~

The Alliance has had a difficult time in recruiting members from outside the traditional
bastions of English power with the invitation that the organisation is home to al1 those

who feel an aflliation with the English language. The reality quite simply is that the Alliance is not as ethnically diverse as the English community. As the decline of the British
element within the Engiish-speaking population continues, CO-operationto secure guarantees for English language services will increasingly corne from Quebec's ethnic
communities. The Alliance would do well to actively pursue this growing and traditionally untapped resource.
While the Alliance has a number of issues it has yet to work out, in general terms
its record as an advocate for the English-speaking community can be considered a quaIified success. The organisation continues to be a bona fide political force in the province
and has in the past Iobbied successfully for legislation in areas dealing with the English
community. Where and when it has not been successfiil, as documented at various stages
throughout this thesis, the Alliance has ensured itself a steady supply of work for the
future. Unfortunately, the success of organisations such as the A1Iiance are ofien measured by the tangible gains they are able to secure for their consîituencies. The fact re-

mains that pressure groups like Alliance Quebec spend most of their time in endeavours
that do not produce anything tangible. They stimulate debate or mobilise in support of
some goal, very rarely do they actually get the opportunity to actively participate in the
formation of govemment legislation; this domain is rightfulIy reserved to elected officials. Even when groups are responsible for influencing or advising the govenunent on
legislation, it is ofien unwise for such a group to make its influence known. As a quotation by Len Macdonald indicated earlier in this thesis, had the Alliance publicly declared
the influence it had exerted upon the cirafting of Bill 86, the govenunent would have been
subject to increased pressure fiom other groups in Quebec society to repeai it.

The work that the Alliance performs out of the limelight, initiatives aimed at providing information to the community, are ofien forgotten by the organisation's critics. As
a resource centre for the English community the Alliance has provided personal assistance to individuals who have found themselves at odds with the governmentts language
legislation."' Equally, the Alliance bas acted to represent individuals before the courts

and has been responsible for a number of test cases involving issues of concem to the
English community- These initiatives while not as easily recognised as those involving
the Ianguage of signs or access to English education, are fundamentai to the continued

vitdity of the Engiish-speaking community.

Criticism of the Alliance is also a question of timing. Depending at what point in
time one appraises the Alliance's initiatives, one is likely to anive at different conclu-

sions. An investigation into the record of the Alliance in the wake of Bill 178 would
Iikely conclude that the organisation was at least ineffectual in infiuencing goverment
legislation. However, today, in Iight of Bill 86, one is likely to adopt a more favourable
opinion of the Alliance's role in the language debate.
For Alliance Quebec, Biii 86 marked the fïrst tirne that the Liberals which had
started the "language law" question in the 1970s agreed to change things politicaily.
Before Bill 86, the organisation fought in the courts, and to the degree that it created the

basis for didogue was positive. To the extent, as Len Macdonald adds, "that people are
saying we dontt have to talk about these issues anymore, is bad.""

in much the same way

the notion that Anglophone Quebecers are better protected than other minorities in the
rest of the country hurts the long-term prospects for the community by lending credence
to the opinion that nothing more ought to be done, "since they already have too m u ~ h " . ' ~

With Bill 86, however, one has to be realistic and look at the legislation in the
context of what was available. The fact that the Alliance was able to make signifïcant
progress five years after Bill 178, which was the antithesis of a constructive diaiogue, is a
sign of positive action for the future. One of the obvious dficulties with the Engiishspeaking community, Macdonald concludes, "is that some people think it d m ' t matter
what other people want, it's what we want that is important, and you can't live in politics

and m a i n t . that attitude... you have to redise what your optimal situation is"."
In the end the best society Alliance Quebec can work towards achieving is one
that is non-discriminatory and pro-rights. If the organisation was ever presented with
such a society it could cease to exist knowing that it had done its work. It is the kind of
situation where one is always fighting for something that is basically mattainable. The
goal for the Alliance in the future, in light of this reality, is to maintain dialogue with

whoever is in power and to make the question of English language existence in Quebec
something everyone has to deal with, and deal with honestly.

ALLMYCE QLTBEC, ALUG'YCE FOR LkVGtiXGE COM5.iL'NiïES CI' QLTBE
A L W C E QGÉBEC, ALLIANCE POUR LES CO!~MLNAUTÉS
L N G ~ Q U E SAU Q L ~ B E C

We,the English-speaking people of Que-

have been and intend to remain
integrai part of this society. Multidturai, muitiracid and iivïng in various regio
of Quebec, our community bas made contributions to o u province of which we a
proud.

Our vision of Quebec, B e OUI vision of Canada, is of a mciety in which al1
its peoples can meet and mtur~one another in an aûnosphere of respect a
understanding.

We are ccmmitted to. the goal of ensurhg opportunities for fuli partiapatic
by aii Engfish-speaking peuple within Quekc's majority Fiach-speaking soâet
We are comnritted to ensuring that the French laquage is secure in Quebec ar
Canada.

We believe that aii Canadians should be assured the rights and the servicc
necessary to enable them to iive and to feei at home in either official languag
throughout Canada.
ïhese objectives inspireid the ueation and guide the efforts of mance Quebec

SOME RECENT HISTORY
Miance Quebec:

OUR RECORD

+

3 Was instrumentai in establishing Tkr Ckunki. Ta& Force on
English Educotiam. Its iecommadrths are dmded at ensuring a
high quality English education syslcm
3 Irtitiated a study on Job ~ o r h d i for
a Englir)--#king
Ymtk in
Quebec,examining prospects & oflaing solutions.
9 Launch& F E Deccrl. CurrentIy m dispiay in thnisuidi of Quebec
businesses, the d e d assists t o u ~ Wvisiton
,
anci Qriebecers in generai
to locate busineases pleased to serve h m in eitha Frendior Engüsh.
Q Fought for the strongest constibfional proMion ever for the
English-speaking communify in QœbecO Alertd the English-speaking a>amunity to Quebec's imtitutional
health board elactitnm8and assuad repnstntation on many boards
providing a für and important v o k for aur mmmrrnity.

..

OUR ONGOmG CONCERNS.

Alliance Quebec mns the fdlowing pzmgrams aaoss the pmvince, in COoperation with our chpers, affiliahl q i o n a l asmciationr and m e m b h i p
at large:

...E D U C A ~ O N
promote a secure network of

We
English-language xhools in Quebec
We try to incmase the avaihbility and
quality of French Second Lanpage
instmction.

...NA~ONALISSUES
We prepue, pmmt and punw AQ
objectives within the national h a m e

work. We strive to strenphen minorityIanguage nghts auoss the country.

...LEGALAFFAIRS
We provide the Alliance networks with
analysis and research on le@ issues of
c o n c m to the community. We =pond
to enquiries on lepl matters regarding
language, legal nghts and related
subjects.

..XEAL~ZT
6 SOCML
SERVICES
W e stiive to erinut the avaiiabifity of
ficoIth h Socid Services in EnglUh in
Quebec. We actively pursue
improvemena to the prarent Health
m d SoFkl SavPs hgulitioru.

J-S

ACCESS CASE bmght
Queba Association of Protestant
Boards. It won recognition for 1
ducatd in English anywherc in CÎi
send tLir childm to Engiish sch

Quebec

4 W O N THE
dirtribiac
and biodiures.

RICHT

for rnercha

~at&p#!s#

pui

/PUB~~HEDCO~~~MUMNR~

dictionuies of medical terms,
comrntlnity savice directories, 1
editionsof cmrununity guida, etc
/ OETANED LECAL GUARANTEEÇ i
accessibiaty of EnWh language hea
social arica (Bill 142, Bill 120) thm

the p m b œ .

0 OslANED CKANGES TO B u 10'
C h a m of the Fraich tuiguage) fc
recogiàting Quebw's En~iish-sp
community and ib institutions.

...GOVERNME~VT
SERVICES

/OmmmNKnreRouNmsmB:
abolisbing French-language t-ti
Quebec high school graduate
arnendmrnts shifting the responsibi
bilingdism h m the employee
instituti#i,

Ehglish+peaking tepiesniution at aii
leveis of the pubk reivicc

/ W a X E D TO HAVE TME PROBL
QUEBECS SO-CALLED "ILLECAL" STU
iam

We seek to improve on the fairness,
quaiity and a v o t b i i i j c of govemment
s e ~ c e sin English. We want to
rcdress the neptive imbalance of

...THE COMMUIVITY
We a a as a fomrn for communities
across Queba to nneer and work with
their neighûours on issues that are
importuit to hgbh-spdcing people
in Quebec.

7

B ~ A PRO'JINaAL
T
S W O R K of d

ind a d t i o n s through which volq

pinvolmi in inituting change.

COMMUNIQI.

It is a &rit &y for Quebeœxs, fin iff Quebeœrs, when the pvetnment of al1
Quedecides to ovemde a fmdammtaI heedom estabiished by the National
Assembly in Quebec's own -CI
riJR&hts ami Frcnionis.

Democracy is more than the simpk nile of the mrjority. It is a sensitive, fairntinded oDnciliatition of the r i g b and intaests of majority and minorities.

Four drp ago, the SuCavt d Canada, after h g d y s i r of the fundamental
prinapies and values invo1ved, &&rd that the Quebec Charter of Ri hts and
Frccdonis, and the Cairadian CirPtta as we& would permit the guvemment O Quebec
t a d yrrf#rd predominabe, on every CO
to requüe that Rench k
sami
&gn in in pmima At
tb

f

EZ-

ydoci~thioc(1Y~bbmt&wdmyatnahguapontb
dgns.

Robert Bourassa and his gaPanment have t d a y deded to ignore and renoqtce
thepolicywbidihasbwthdnforchpastfifteenyears. Theyhavediosento
repudiate a contmitment which tfy idc to the Quebec eledarate, and they have
& o s e n t o o v s ~ n a j u d p e n t o fthcSilpaiuCauiofCuudr.

Mr. Bourassa, I represent r community which is n ) d W to the demoaatic
process: to dialogue, to m u t d mpecî, and to ghe and tske For the pwt ten yens,
MT.Bouras5a. we have piayed M.Y a i Mr. Bourassa, have not
Mr.Bourrss, it is with p t sadnar that r*c say to you, ai th& b r k &y in Quebec's
history, that you and your g o v m are without principle, without the counge
to do what is right, and without (br quaIity and integrity of leaddership which
command respect,

Mr. Bourassa, ynt p r e m t your "inside/outsideW
solution as a compromise between
two extnmes. Wiance Quebec finds your characteriution thoroughly unjusafied
and unfair- W e have consistently supponed-the requiiarmt of French on ail sigru
and have given our dear cornmitment to the protection and promotion of the
French language. We have consistently sought a modus vivendi, a new social
contract between French-speaking and Engüsh-speaking Q~becers, and we have
consistentiy stood on the midde ground of mutual resped
-

Mr. BourassaI if "&ide/outsidewis a compromise betinai two extrema, let me
rexnind you that one of those extrema was the policy wiüch you yourself proposeci
io the electorate in 1985.

Mr. Bourassa, the community 1 represent wiii continue to play by the d e s of a
dernocratic soQety, because those are the only rules we h w or want to know.
You see, Mr. Bourassa, we have a conviction which you evidentiy do not share: that
the vast xnajority of Quebecers have confidence in the fvnw of the French language
and cultureDand are convinceci that the protection of that hguage and culture can
be assured without wiping other languages, and specifically English, off the
linguistic face of th& province.
-

1 addrrsr m w , then, to Rench-speaking Que-

You are our-neighboun and

our fnends- in noent y e m we have begun to live tDgtber on a basis of ktter
communication, very PreQminantly in French? than ever before. We know your
goodwill, your fairmindedness and your generosity. Out bittemess tonight is
directed towards Robert Bourassa and his governmentDnot towards you. We assure
you of our friendship, oirr reqxxt, and our shared ammiemstt to ensuring the
future of French in thu province and this country.

Ta my fellow Engiishqxaking Quebecers, 1 offer a messîge of m a g e . We are not
done. The majjority of people in this province beiieve in fundamental rights.
Together with them, we are firmly rooted in the s d of this provinceDand in

Quebec's tradition of faimess, openness and tolerancr We must not dlow our
respect for our feUow-citizens, and our sensitivity to their deeply-feit need for the
protection of the French language and culture, to be in my way cihinished by the
bitterness of this montent.
Alliance Quebec rededicates itseif tonight to the cause of fundamental nghts. It is
wrong and unnecewuy that they be sacrificed in order to secure the future of the
French language. That is what the Supreme Court of Canada has said, and that is
what Robert Bourassa has unfairly and unjustly rejected.

F ~ FLRTHER
R
LVFORMATION,PLEASE C O M M U N I CWITH
A ~ MACAU MARC, DfRECTOR
OF COMMUNTCATIONS, AT (514) 849-9181.

The Honoura bl e Rene Levesque
ffationai Assembl y
H6tel du Gouvernement

Québec, Quebec

-

*

Oear Premier Levesque:
1 read w f t h interest and astonishment your article which appeared i n The
Gazette o f Xarch 20, 1932 headlined "Lovesque asks for Dialogue". Several
o f your assertions beg f o r response.
Tw p o i n t s must be mentioned a t the outset. You c r i t l c i z e d the English-spei
community f o r I t s alleged blanket condmnation o f your government and then !
ceeded t o your own b l a n k e t condemnation o f Engl ish-speakîng Quebecers. Thi!
approach 1eads nowhgre.
;

You acknowl edged t n a t the "Engl Ssh-speaking community has same well -fmnU'od
cornplaints and t h e government i s will i n g t o a t i e m p t t o deai w i t n t h x . " Wa
wish t o know what you c o n s i d e r them to be and what z c t i o n your g o v e r r x n t i r
tends t o t a k e . Action i s long overdue. I f you genuinely desire a reasonabl
dialogue there must be the expectation t h a t reasonabl e action will florr f r o n
a&

As an expérfenced p o l i t l c i a n you are well aware that one ought no: t o g i v e t
much credence to one o p i n i o n p o l l , p a r t i c u l a r l y when the question i s sornowha
vague and the subject m a t t e r highly charged. Consequantly, r a t h e r tnan j u d o
our acceptance o f French on the b a s i s of a single o p i n i o n poll , you couid bé
wel l advised t o . judge us a s you w i s h t o be judged* by conduct n o t words
Nonethel ess. yoo should note t h a t t h e CROP poll revealed t h a t 604 o f o o r corn
munity considers i t s e l f b i l i n g u a l , up fron 36.7% i n the 1971 c e n s o s . Clear:
our comnunity i n f t s actions, has accepted the importance o f French. This
process started before your government came to power, as evidenced by t h e ex
plosion i n enrollments in French immersion prograrns which began beforc Novesl
'1976.

-

.

The practical purpose behfnd your pol icy has been to ensure that French-spea
Quebecers can 1 i v e and work i n French. This o b j e c t i v e i s clearly b e i n g ù c h i
In keeping with your b e l i e f f n t h e r i g h t to dissent, i t would be a n t i - l e x o c r
to expect t h a t every Quebecer must share your a t t i t u d e s , motivations and i n f l
tions. Ve are i n c r e a s i n g l y a b l e t o function in French. I t i s l e g i t i n a t a fci
us t o have o u r own reasons for becomfng b i l ingual

.
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You s t a t e d t h a t t h e P a r t i Quebecois h a s extended a f r i e n d l y hand by z c b o t i n
t h e p r o p o s i t i o n t h a t " t h e P a r t y r e a s s e r t i t s r e s p e c t and openness t o x = r d s a
Quebecers r e g a r d l e s s o f t h e i r e t h n i c o r c u l t u r a l o r i g i n , n o t a b l y by reccsni
ing t h e r i g h t s o f t h e anglophone m i n o r i t y t o its e s s e n t i a l e s t a b l i s k e n t s ,
educational and others.
You must u n d e r s t a n d that f o r o u r comnunity, t h i s p r o p o s i t i o n h a s t h r e e majo
. fi ans.
s

.

~ i k tt .h e premise of the p r o p o s i t i o n is t h a t t h e anglophone r n i n o r i t y is a n
e
t h n i c or c u l t u r a l corrmunity. T h i s p r e m l s e i s wrong both h i s t o r i c a t l y and
. . .
- i n t h e p r e s e n t r e a l i t y o f Quebec. The Engl ish-speaking community o f O g e b ~ c
i s a 1i n g u i s t i c c o m m n i t y and n o t a mono1 i t h i c e t h n i e o r c u l t u r a l c o z m n i t y
..The members o f the Engl i s h - s p e a k i n g comrnuni t y a r e i n d i v i d u a l s o f d i v e r s 2
. o p i n i o n s , background, e t h n i c o r i g i n s , t e l i g i o n s and socio-economic s t a t ~ .s
ûur common 1 i n k is t h e Engl i s h l a n g u a g e and o u r rel i a n c e , t o v a r y i n g degree!
. L .
: upon o u r i n s t i t u t i o n a l i n f r a s t r u c t u r e f o r s e r v i c e s such a s heal t h c a r e , sccii
. . _ ._: s. e r v i c e s and e d u c a t i o n . Me r e l y upon Engl i s h books, t h e a t r e , t e l e v i s i o n , nt
._.
.... -. - - p a p e r s , magazines and r a d i o . We communicate w i t h e a c h o t h e r and with Engl i!
. .' s p e a k i n g people o u t s i d e o f Quebec i n t h e Engl ish language.
- -

The s o c i a l c o n t r a c t o f Quebec is p r e d i c a f e d upon the l e g i t i r n a c y , p r e s e n c e a i
v ï t a l i t y o f two l i n g u i s t i c communities, o n e French and t h e o t h e r E n g l i s h .
- T h i s does n o t deny i n a n y way t h e e x i s t e n c e o f e t h n i c groups o r t h e f a c t th2
t h e m a j o r i t y o f Quebecers a r e French-speaking. It d o e s n o t deny o u r need t c
be a b l e t o f u n c t i o n i n French.
W h e n a pol i t i c a l p a r t y o r a government a t t e m p t s t o r e - d e f i n e r e a l i t y o r t o i
;-nore t h e fundanental c o n v e n t i o n s o f a s o c i e t y , you o u g h t n o t t o be s u r p r i s e c
It must be acknowledoed t t
by t h e s u s p i c i o n a n d a n x i e t y which a r e provoked,
we a r e a l i n g u i s t i c community and t h a t the E n g l i s h l a n g u a g e has a l e g i t i z a t e
and p o s i t i v e r o l e i n Quebec. t e g i s l a t i o n , s u c h a s B i l l 101, which i s predicated on f a l s e premises i n w i t a b l y a r o u s e s f e a r and r e s u l t s i n i n j u s t i c e .
The u n i l i n g u a l s i g n s p r o v i s i o n s o f Bill 101 a r e a prime example. C a m i l l e
L a u r i n , when promoting B i l l 101 , j u s t i f i e d these p r o v i s i o n s by stating t h a t
commercial s i g n s s h o u l d r n i r r o r Quebec s o c i e t y . As we have t o l d you on so na
p r e v i o u s o c c a s i a i s . we c a n o n l y c o n c l u d e t h a t your v i s i o n o f Quebec s o c i e t y
i s g r a v e l y d i s t o r t e d . Where do we a p p e a r i n your m i r r o r ? The l e g i s l a t i o n r
d e r s u s i n v i s i b l e which i s u n a c c e p t a b l e . The s i g n s law is a symbol o f the
g r e a t e s t importance t o t h e Engl i s h - s p e a k i n g community o f Quebec. It c è s t s
d o u b t on o u r l e g i t i r n a c y and r a i s e s q u e s t i o n s concerning o u r r i g h t t o Se present, o u r r i g h t t o b e v i s i b l e , o u r r i g h t t o r e c e i v e s e r v i c e s i n o u r l a n y a g e
and o u r r i g h t t o communicate w i t h e a c h o t h e r . There is ample j u s t i f i c a : i o n
for f e a r i n g t h a t t h e r e may be a "dark p l o t t o put down the anglophones ."

I t s h o u l d not be f o r g o t t e n t h a t t h e r e a r e o n e m i l l i o n English-speakinq Caeb e c e r s . Our nunbers a r e g r e a t e r t h a n t h e p o p u l a t i o n s o f f o u r Canadfan prov t n c e s . There a r e 750,000 Engl i s h - s p e a k i n g f-!ontteal ers ma king Montreal t h e
third 1a r g e s t Engl i s h - s p e a king c i t y i n Canada.

. the second c r u c i a l flaw i n the P a r t i QuébEcoir proposition
'

i s t h e statenc
t h a t it ïs "reasserting" its r e s p e c t and openness towards a l 1 Quebecers.
we receive t h e same " r e s p e c t a ~ openness"
d
i n t h e future a s we have exoer
over the l a s t f i v e years, we can take no comfort from this "reassertion".

Some o f the pravfslons o f Bfll 107 have s e r i o u s l y weakened - e s s e n t i a l i n -

s t i t u t i o n s of our coinunity. R e s t r i c t i o n s on access t o English education
have s e r i o u s l y damaged o u t school system and pose a t h r e a t t o its v i a b i l i
These r e s t r i c t i o n s have a l s o made i t d i f f i c u l t, i f not impossible, t o a t t
Q k i l l e d people t o Quebec and, i n time, a l 1 Quebecers will corne t o underst
the high p r i c e Quebec s o c i e t y is paying f o r t h i s .

.

.

A t the end o f 1981 a l 1 o f OUF i n s t i t u t f o n s wi11 be required t o function i
French. - This f l a g r a n t l y c o n t r a d i c t s t h e PQ proposition which claims t o r
cognlze "the rights o f t h e anglophone minority t o its essential e s t a b l i s h
ments, educational and ofhers,"

Hot only is our educationat system threatened by a proportionately q r e a t e
d e c l i n e i n enrollnents because o f Bill 101, b u t your Minister of Educatio
has leaked several d r a f t documents, which propose reforms which would dra
matfcal'ly reduce our control and management of our school system. Consequently, f e a r s about t h e school system have not been allayed by your part,
resol utions.

.As you a r e well *awàre, our professional s have been subjected t o French t e :
-.

a t t h e Office de l a langue f r a n ç a i s e , nhich have been a major source o f cc
cern. W 1 cannot accept t h a t non-francophone Quebecers trained i n O u r schc
should, be singled out for "special treatment" i f they w i s h t o work i n Quel
This is a l i e n a t i n g , t o say the l e a s t . If t h e government considers t h a t il
has f a i l e d to f u l f i l l i t s o b l i g a t i o n t o ensure t h a t al1 Quebecers graduatt
from o u r pub1 i c school system w i t h a s u f f i c i e n t knowledge of French, the
responsibil i t y f o r t h i s f a i l u r e must be borne by t h e government, not i n d i i
i d u a l s , Me need not dwell on t h e f a c t t h a t t h e t e s t s have y e t t o be valic
by any recognired, i m p a r t i a l , s c i e n t i f i c neans o r t h a t your government ha:
f a i l e d t o continue to make temporary permits a v a i l a b t e f o r Quebec trained
fessional s who f a il

.

The Office d e - l a langue f r a n ç a i s e is now beginning, under a r t i c l e 20 of Bi
101, t o impose a s i m i l a r French t e s t i n g procedure on al1 non-francophones
wish t o be hired, promoted o r t r a n s f e r r e d t a any post i n the civil adninis

t i o n , including o u r hospitals-, s o c i a l s e r v i c e s and other e s s e n t i a l i n s t i t u
Such has been the response t o o u r reasoned and researched representations
on these issues.

Finally, the t h f r d mafor f l a w f n t h e PQ proposition i s t h a t once again, we
hearing words whfch are not supported by tangible, constructive action ena
fmm t h e Government. You express a wish t h a t "we could c l e a r the a i r of r
nations." There i s one way t o achieve t h a t
s i g n i f i c a n t concrete measure

-

monstrating t h a t yoor government i s prepared t o respond to the reasonable
- concerns and appeals o f our comunity.

In conctusion. 1 share your concern about the need f o r an " a t t i t u d e o f rea
ableness". For your part, t h i s must begin w i t h a r e c o g n i t i o n o f t h e true
ture and a t t i t u d e s o f our comunity. Our desire t o see the French languag
and culture flourish i s genulne, b u t so too is our detenination t o ensure
p o s i t i v e and a c t i v e role for our language and comunity i n Quebec. These
pot mutually e x c l u s i v e goals. and we are prepared to work w i t h al1 Quebece
to achieve them.

I f p u feel t h a t our community i s t u r n i n g away from reason and moderation,
you mïght honestty examine t o what e x t e n t t h a t approach has produced resu?
f r o m your government. A consensus i s emerging among French and Engl i s h - s p
Quebecers on v a r i o u s 1 i n g u i s t i c issues. 'Ihere a consensus e x i s t s , such a s
the case o f c o m e r c f a l s i g n s and the "Canada Clause" concerning access t a
schools, a reasonable government shoutd n o t delay in respondfng accordinpl,
I f you genuinely bel ieve i n reason and dialogue, you must encourage and r e
i n f o r c e .Tt by ensuring t h a t i t succeeds.

.

.

-

.

.

.

- -

-

Yours very truly,

Eric M. Maldoff

President
Al 1 iance Quebec

a

. .

O u r ~ i s b a u n d u p i n t h e d ~ p m e n t o b c o M t i M f o n a l r i ~ t ~ t h a t ~ ~ ~ ~ rHu
annot allow the denial of thwe rights anywhere in Cpnuia- Canada's-linguistic drpfilp a n iJalJi
be dedo* and niaintained when W wiho ue mast aonœmed about the rights ofolan
guapz m i m i t hdemand that those ri#& im
enhancd and enshtbd in law.

The prinapIe of linguistic duaiity is tidbctrhbly with the concept of multiculhrtalism whic
is nothing less than a refiection of Canada's arznmbmt to pluxaïisrn, tolerance, jusrice ami ampassion.
r For the purposes of this document, the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Fretdoms will be XE
ferred to as the Canadian Charter.)

1. Any attanpt to eiabonte an intcgntd appiordi to finguistic duaiity must ni3t look to the
Constitution, which is the embodimait of the rhutd d u e s of out d e i y and the refiectic
of the arxangemenb Canadians have cstrbiished in order to enable us to Uve togetha.

1.1 A Constitutionis more than a set of arrangementsbetween governmentsand a basis for i~
course to courts. It should define our fundamental values and provide a portrait of the societ
in which we wish to live
12 The constitutionai reaiity of Canada mquires an integrated appmacii to official languages invofvingboth the federal and provincial p v m e n i s .

13 There must be an essential cornmon denominatorof basic rights and services which a Canadi'
-2-

a ;ua Canadian, must be able to have and to enpy acms this country, whether that person
be French-speakingof Engiish-speaiting.
1.4 The Constitution Act of 1982 should be viewed m the begixuung of a pmœss The !anpage
ri@& citrrrrmy entFenched in the CaMdunCharter mwt be clarified, Stipngthaied, and extended.
-

In iight of diîhmt reaiities exkithg within each province,d-t

manr may be uced fmm
one provinceto another in orda to give effixtio the rights defined in t&Constitution. What is
- i m p a n t ir that these rights and servicm existaad be lPBdilyaccessi'bkto al Canadians.

15

1.6 Quebec must play a l e a d d p role as an advucate for linguistic e q d t y and justice thrwghwt the country. Thme could be no more tangiible expression of that ieiuiership than the adcacy of enricheci, en-trwched cunstitutional rights for offidal knguage minorities.

t .(a) All relevant constitutionalnegotiations be d as an opportunity tn dsrify, sttengthen and
extend the smpe of language rights in the Canadian Constitution

21 W

n 23 of the Charier iidts to atizens Ore appBdon of the education rights which it con-

fera.
not recogniazthe right of pen#nu who have the status of pamaraent mident of C m ada ta aonstitutional ptection

22 This d-

23 W
1
t
h the w o n of the right tu vote and the right to enter, remah inor leave Canada, Canadian Charter rights are not limite3 to a-

UP) W o n 23 of the Canadian Charter be amended to apply to citizensand persans who have the
status of a permanent resident of Cenada.

3.

Section 2311)(a) of the auira which p d b chüdren of parents whorc f h t kngurge
lcuned and s
u undmtood is that of the F'renchor En@ linguiaüc minority of the province In which they reside to have instnicdon in that iaxtguage in tht pmvince & d d be
brought into force in Quebcc
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